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Abstract

This dissertation describes the study of an adaptive routing protocol for heterogeneous wire-

less sensor networks which has been studied since 2007 by the author who was a undergraduate

student and has been a Ph. D. student in the Department of Information Networking, Graduate

School of Information Science and Technology, Osaka University.

In recent years, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) which consists of a large number of sen-

sor nodes having wireless communication and self-organizing capability receives much atten-

tion. Sensor nodes are tiny, battery powered modules with limited on-board processing, storage

and radio capabilities. Sensor nodes sense and send their data toward a central processing center

which is called "sink" by creating self-organized network. Those nodes are powered by embed-

ded batteries and replacement of those batteries is a very difficult process once those nodes have

been deployed. Therefore, the design of protocols and applications for such networks has to be

energy aware in order to prolong the lifetime of the network.

WSN can be classified into two types; homogeneous and heterogeneous sensor networks.

In homogeneous networks, all the sensor nodes are identical in terms of battery capacity and

hardware complexity. On the other hand, in a heterogeneous sensor network, two or more dif-

ferent types of nodes with different battery capacity, communication capability or functionality

are used. The motivation is that the more complex hardware and extra battery energy can be

embedded in a few cluster head nodes, thereby the hardware cost of the rest of the network and

communication cost of the sensing nodes can be reduced.

Clustering and non-clustering communications are most efficient routing methods in WSN.

Clustering is one of the promising techniques for sensor networks because of its good scalability

and the support for data aggregation. However, since all data arc directed to sink, CHs around

the sink comes to have high relay trafflc. As a result, CH around sink uses much energy in

a short time. Specially in heterogenous WSNs, since each high-end node acts as the CH for

long duration, nodes around the CH use much energy in a short time to relay the traffic to CH.

These non-uniform energy consumption problems around the sink and CHs are two of the main

problems which shorten the network lifetime in WSNs.

Non-clustering routing methods are effective in small area WSN and in network with high

node density. Non-clustering routing using alarge number of nodes enables to balance the relay



traffic all over the WSN. When it is applied to wide area networks, however, the amount of

data that has to relay for each node increases as it is near to sink. Furthefinore, compared with

clustering mode, data aggregation is not efficient in multi-hop routing.

Many routing protocols have been proposed for WSN, which consider energy consump-

tion problem due to battery limitation and/or scalability problem due to large number of sensor

nodes. Although most of them suppose homogeneous sensor nodes with clustering routing

methods for wide area WSNs and non-clustering routing methods for small area WSNs. How-

ever, a few schemes for heterogeneous WSNs which introduce some high-end nodes and select

them as the CHs in order to enhance the network performance is focused on recently. Due to

lack of the research work focused on heterogeneous WSNs, non-uniform energy consumption

problem aroud the CHs and sink are still remain without a efflcient solution. In addition, in

practical networks nodes are deployed in a non-uniform manner. Also, the residual power of

each node decreases with time elapsing. Therefore, as the network time elapsed, the pre-defined

routing methods should be reconfigured.

In order to prolong the network lifetime, this dissertation proposes an adaptive routing pro-

tocol for heterogeneous WSNs. First, we address the proposed clustering routing method and

non-clustering routing method for heterogeneous WSNs. The proposed clustering method suc-

cessfully avoids non-uniform energy consumption around CHs and extends the network lifetime

in wide area WSNs by selecting the cluster heads considering not only transmission power and

residual energy of each node but also those of its adjacent nodes. On the other hand, the pro-

posed non-clustering method extends the network lifetime in small area heterogeneous WSNs

by considering the residual energy of the nodes to select the optimal path for source to desti-

nation. Then, in order to avoid non-uniform energy consumption around the sink, we propose

a hybrid routing method which adaptively combines clustering and non-clustering communi-

cation methods. In the proposed hybrid routing method, we also propose an analysis method

to define the spatial boundary between clustering and non-clustering zones which can flexibly

include the constraints on the physical network boundaries and location of the sink. Next, in or-

der to respond to dynamic changes in the practical networks, we propose a network reconfigure

method which dynamically re-defines the spatial boundary by considering the variance of the

residual energy of a boundary node and its adjacent nodes.

Vl



This dissertation evaluates the performance of the proposed protocol through computer sim-

ulations. and then confirms its effectiveness.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are networks composed of tiny, battery powered sensor nodes

with limited on-board processing, storage and radio capabilities [1]. With recent miniaturization

and reduction of energy consumption in wireless communication devices and development of

MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems) technologies, WSN attracts much attention l2ll3l.
WSNs are composed of a large number of sensor nodes, which are densely deployed either

inside the sense perception (sensing area) or very close to sensing points. Sensor nodes sense

and send their data toward a central processing center which is called "sink". WSN may have

profound effect on the efficiency of many military and civil applications such as target field

imaging, intrusion detection, weather monitoring, security and tactical surveillance, distributed

computing, detecting ambient conditions such as temperature, movement, sound, light, or the

presence of certain objects, inventory control, disaster management, and so on [7].

Realization of these sensor network applications requires wireless ad hoc networking tech-

niques. Although many protocols and algorithms have been proposed for traditional wireless

ad hoc networks, they are not well suited for the unique features and application requirements

of sensor networks. Compared with ad hoc networks, the number of nodes in a sensor network

can be several orders of higher in magnitude than that in an ad hoc network. Also, sensor nodes

are densely deployed and prone to failures. The topology of a sensor network changes very fre-

quently due to node failures and sensor nodes mainly use broadcast communication paradigm

where most ad hoc networks are based on point-to-point communications. Prior to above all,

sensor nodes are limited in poweq computational capacities, and memory and may not have
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global identification (ID) because of the large amount of overhead and large number of sen-

sors. Since a large number of sensor nodes are densely deployed, neighbor nodes may be very

close to each other. Furthermore, the transmission power levels are very low, which is highly

desired in covert operations. One of the most important constraints on sensor nodes is the low

power consumption requirement. Sensor nodes carry limited, generally irreplaceable, power

sources. Therefore, while traditional networks aim to achieve high quality of service (QoS),

sensor network protocols must focus primarily on power conservation.

Hence, the design of protocols and applications for such networks has to be energy aware in

order to prolong the lifetime of the network. Replacement of the embedded batteries is a very

difficult process once these nodes have been deployed. One of the major causes for energy con-

sumption in WSNs is the radio transmission energy, and in general, radio transmission energy

is proportional to the 4th power of the transmission distance.

Therefore, many data gathering schemes which shorten the transmitting distance or reduce

the number of times of transmission are proposed. For example, Directed Diffusion [40] shorten

the transmitting distance by using multi-hop communication and LEACH [41] reduces the num-

ber of times of transmission to the base station by using cluster formation and data fusion.

Further, HEED (Hybrid Energy-Efficient Distributed clustering) [23] which follows LEACH

concept takes residual energy of each node into consideration in order to prolong the network

lifetime.

Multi-hop and clustering communications are most efficient routing methods in WSN. Multi-

hop routing methods are effective in small area WSN and in network with high node density.

It can effectively overcome shadowing and path loss effects. Multi-hop routing using a large

number of nodes enables to balance the relay traffic all over the WSN. When it is applied to

wide area network, however, the amount of data that has to relay for each node increases as it is

near to sink. Furthennore, compared with clustering mode, data aggregation is not efficient in

multi-hop routing [42, 431.

Clustering [9] is one of the promising techniques for sensor networks because of its good

scalability and the support for data aggregation. The data aggregation combines data from

multiple sensors to eliminate redundant information and transmissions. It also guarantees that

the energy load is well balanced by Cluster Heads (CH) dynamically elected according to a



prior optimal mechanism [12]. By rotating the role of CH among all nodes, each node tends

to expend the same energy over time. Clustering can be extremely effective in one-to-many,

many-to-one, or one-to-all (broadcast) communications. On the other hand, since all data are

directed to sink, CHs around the sink comes to have high relay traffic. As a result, CH around

sink uses much energy in a short time, and this is one of the main problems that shorten the

network life time |2llin clustered WSN.

By the way, WSN can be classified into two types; homogeneous and heterogeneous sensor

networks [13]. Many routing protocols have been proposed for WSN, which consider energy

consumption problem due to battery limitation and/or scalability problem due to large number

of sensor nodes. Although most of them supposes homogeneous sensor nodes, a few schemes

which introduce some high-end nodes to enhance the network performance is focused on re-

cently |9,201.

In homogeneous networks, all the sensor nodes are identical in terms of battery capacity

and hardware complexity. By means of clustering in a homogeneous network, it is evident that

the CHs will be over-loaded with longer distance transmissions to the remote sink or next CH,

and the extra processing is necessary for data aggregation and protocol co-ordination. As a

result, CHs expire the battery before other nodes. However, it is desirable to ensure that all

the nodes run out of their battery at about the same time, so that very little residual energy

remains when the system expires. One way to ensure this is to rotate the role of a CH over

all the nodes. However, the downside of using role rotation in homogeneous network is all the

nodes should be capable of acting as CHs, and therefore should possess the necessary hardware

capabilities [22].

On the other hand, in a heterogeneous sensor network, two or more different types of nodes

with different battery capacity, communication capability or functionality are used. The moti-

vation is that the more complex hardware and extra battery energy can be embedded in a few

CHs, thereby the hardware cost of the rest of the network and communication cost of the sens-

ing nodes can be reduced. However, since each high-end node acts as the CH for long duration,

nodes around the CH use much energy in a short time to relay the traffic to CH.

In order to prolong the network lifetime, this dissertation proposes an adaptive routing pro-

tocol for heterogeneous WSNs. First, we propose a new clustering routing method and a non-
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clustering routing method for heterogeneous WSNs. The proposed clustering method success-

fully avoids non-unifolm energy consumption problem around CHs and extends the network

lifetime in wide area WSNs by selecting CHs considering not only transmission power and

residual energy of each node but also those of its adjacent nodes. On the other hand, the pro-

posed non-clustering method also extends the network lifetime in small area WSNs by consid-

ering the residual energy of the nodes to select the optimal path for source to destination.

Then, in order to avoid non-uniform energy consumption problem around the sink, we pro-

pose a hybrid routing method which adaptively combines clustering and non-clustering routing

methods. For the proposed hybrid routing method, we also propose an analysis method to define

the spatial boundary between clustering and non-clustering zones, which can flexibly include

the constraints on the physical network boundaries and location of the sink. Next, to respond

to dynamic changes in practical networks, we propose a network reconfiguration method which

dynamically re-define the spatial boundary by considering the variance of the residual energy

of a boundary node and its adjacent nodes.

This dissertation evaluates the performance of the proposed protocol through computer sim-

ulations, and then confirms its effectiveness.

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents clustering and non-

clustering routing methods for heterogeneous WSNs. First, we discuss some related works and

introduce some existing clustering methods for heterogeneous WSNs and some existing non-

clustering routing protocols. Then, we propose new clustering and non-clustering methods for

WSNs. The proposed clustering method selects CHs considering not only the performance of

a certain node but also that of its adjacent nodes. The proposed non-clustering method is an

extension ofDSR protocol and residual energy ofnodes in the path are taken into consideration

when selecting an optimal path between source and destination. In addition, the proposed clus-

tering and non-clustering methods have no limitations on the number of node types that can use

to crate a WSN. Through the simulation experiments, we verified that our proposed clustering

and non-clustering methods increase network lifetime.

Chapter 3 presents the proposed robust clustering non-clustering hybrid routing method

for heterogeneous WSN which adaptively combines clustering and multi-hop communication

methods. Most of conventional routing methods for WSN are optimized for a specific appli-



cation. In the proposed method, however, we consider the specifications of the nodes and the

characteristics ofthe networked like outer boundary and location ofthe sink instead of charac-

teristics of an application to optimize the WSN. Therefore, the proposed method can be easily

applied to general-purpose WSN with multiple sensor applications. Also in chapter 3, we pro-

pose a spatial boundary analysis method. Through the simulation experimsnts, we verified that

the proposed hybrid methods are able to maintain higher alive node ratio than that of the pure

clustering and multi-hop methods in any network topologies.

Chapter 4 proposes a dynamic reconfiguration method of spatial boundary of clustering non-

clustering hybrid routing method. In the proposed methods in Chapter 3, we assumed that nodes

are uniformly distributed in the network. However, in practical networks nodes are deployed in a

non-uniform manner. In addition, the residual power of each node decreases with time elapsing.

Moreover, in this method sensor nodes near to the spatial boundary tends to have higher data

relay trafflc. Therefore, as the network time elapsed, the pre-defined spatial boundary should

be reconfigured. In this chapter we propose to dynamically re-define the spatial boundary by

considering the variance of the residual energy of a boundary node and its adjacent nodes.

Simulation results show that our method increases network lifetime in comparison the existing

method with static boundary.

Finally, Chapter 5 concludes this dissertation and describes the future works.
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Chapter 2

Heterogeneous Wireless Sensor Networks

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present clustering and non-clustering routing methods for heterogeneous

WSNs. First, we discuss some related work and introduce some existing clustering methods

for heterogeneous WSNs, and some existing non-clustering routing protocols for WSNs. Then,

we propose clustering and non-clustering methods for WSNs. The proposed clustering method

selects CHs considering not only the performance of a certain node but also that of its adjacent

node. In the proposed non-clustering method, residual energy of nodes in the path are taken into

consideration when selecting the optimal path between source and destination. Remarkably, the

proposed clustering and non-clustering methods have no limitations on the number of node

types that can be used to create a WSN. Through the simulation experiments, we verifled that

our proposed clustering and non-clustering methods increased network lifetime.

The design of protocols and applications for heterogeneous WSNs has to be energy aware in

order to prolong the lifetime of the network, because the replacement of the embedded batteries

is a very difficult process once these nodes have been deployed [8].

We consider clustered WSN t9l . That is one of the promising techniques for sensor networks

because of its good scalability and the support for data aggregation t101. A number of sensor

nodes that are in pre-specified area qeate a virtual group called cluster and dynamically elect

a single node as a CH from among the cluster. CHs aggregate data from their cluster members

before forwarding them to the sink. The data aggregation combines data from multiple sensors
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to eliminate redundant information and transmissions t111. It also guarantees that the energy

load is well balanced by CH dynamically elected according to a prior optimal mechanism [2].
By rotating the role of CH among all nodes, each node tends to expend the same amount of

energy over time.

Clustering can be extremely effective in one-to-many, many-to-one, or one-to-all (broad-

cast) communications. Clustered sensor networks can be classified into two types; homoge-

neous and heterogeneous sensor networks [13]. Many routing protocols have been proposed

for WSN, which consider energy consumption problem due to battery limitation and/or scala-

bility problem due to large number of sensor nodes. Although most of them (e.g. LEACH [14],

FLOC U5l, ACE [16]) supposes homogeneous sensor nodes, a few schemes (e.g. SEP [17],

DEEC [18]) and applications |g,2ll which introduce some high-end nodes to enhance the

network performance is focused recently.

In homogeneous networks, all the sensor nodes are identical in terms of battery energy and

hardware complexity. By means of clustering in a homogeneous network, it is evident that the

CH nodes will be over-loaded with longer range transmissions l2ll to the remote sink or next

CH, and the extra processing is necessary for data aggregation and protocol co-ordination. As

a result, the CH nodes expire battery earlier than other nodes [22].

However, it is desirable to ensure that all the nodes run out of their battery at about the

same time, so that very little residual energy is wasted when the system expires. One way to

ensure this is to rotate the role of a CH among over all the nodes as proposed in HEED. HEED

introduces two parameters to select CHs. First one is the residual energy of each node and

the other is intra-cluster communication cost which depends on the number of its neighboring

nodes. It achieves lower messaging overhead and balancing the load of CH all over the net-

work. However, the downside of using a homogeneous network and role rotation is that all the

nodes should be capable of acting as CHs, and therefore should possess the necessary hardware

capabilities.

On the other hand, in a heterogeneous sensor network, two or more different types of nodes

with different battery energy, communication capability and functionality are used. High-end

nodes which are equipped with more complex hardware, long-range communication capability

and extra battery energy can be used as CHs and other low-end nodes can be used as sensing
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nodes. The motivation is that using high-end CHs, the number of low-end nodes can be reduced

to minimum which satisfles the coverage and connectivity requirements. Also, communication

cost of the low-end sensing nodes can be reduced. Therefore, compared with homogeneous

networks, heterogeneous networks are able to reduce the initial cost of the network for given

lifetime requirement or to prolong the network lifetime for given initial cost.

CC (Chessboard Clustenng) [24] is a routing protocol for heterogeneous sensor networks

consisting of a few powerful high-end sensors in addition to a large number of low-end sensors.

In CC, low-end nodes never play the role of CH and physically more powerful high-end nodes

become the CHs, while other protocols like HEED, LEACH U4l, LRS f26l need an algorithm

to select CHs. However, fixing the CH nodes means that the role rotation is no longer possible.

Since sensor nodes inside the cluster use multi-hop communication to reach the CH, the nodes

around the CH have to relay larger amount of traffic. Therefore, those nodes have highest

energy consumption in the cluster and cause rapid exhaust of the batteries. Furthermore, CHs

around the sink have the same problem when CHs use multi-hop communication to reach the

sink. Therefore, those nodes are called as critical nodes. Also, CHs around the sink are also

critical nodes due to high relay traffic around the sink.

Heterogeneous networks lower the hardware cost and reduce the communication cost of the

sensing nodes. On the other hand, homogeneous networks achieve uniform energy drainage.

However, both features cannot be incorporated in the same network. The objective of this

chapter is to design a network architecture which able to maintain above two characteristics in

heterogeneous networks.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: We first discuss the existing clustering

communication methods in section 2.2. In section 2.3, we present our proposed clustering

method for WSN with heterogeneous node types, while in section 2.4 we present simulation

results on performance evaluation. Finally, in section 2.5, we make some conclusions.

9
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2.2.1 Preceding Studies on Clustering Methods for Heterogeneous WSNs

HEED

HEED is one of the protocols which follow a clustering concept and has four primary goals:

o prolonging network lifetime by distributing energy consumption

o terminating the clustering process within a constant number of iterations/steps

o minimizing control overhead (to be linear in the number of nodes)

o producing well-distributed CHs.

In order to achieve these goals, HEED considers a hybrid of energy and communication cost.

HEED uses two parameters, residual energy and intra-cluster communication cost, in order

to form good cluster. Residual energy is used to probabilistically select an initial set of CHs,

and communication cost is used to determine which CH the node should belone to when the

node has two or more possible CHs.

However, HEED has no consideration to select the optimal sensor nodes for CH in hetero-

geneous environment. In typical heterogeneous sensor networks, a high-end node tends to be

elected as a CH with higher probability, so that nodes around a CH have to relay much heavier

traffic and run out of power much earlier than other nodes.

CC

CC is a protocol for heterogeneous sensor networks consisting of a few powerful high-end

sensors in addition to a large number of low-end sensors. In CC, the sensor network is divided

into several small equal-sized cells, and adjacent cells are colored with different colors, as

illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (only high-end nodes are shown in Fig. 2.1).

By using given location information, a high-end sensor can detemine whether it is in a

white cell or a gray cell. During the initialization phase, only the high-end sensors in white

cells are active, and the high-end sensors in gray cells turn themselves off. All the low-end
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Figure 2.1: Chessboard Clustering

sensors are active. Clusters are formed around the high-end sensors in white cells, and these

high-end sensors become CHs. When the high-end sensors in white cells run out of energy later,

the high-end sensors in gray cells wake up and form a different set of clusters in the network.

Because of the formation of a different set of clusters, previous critical sensors become non-

critical sensors, and previous non-critical sensors become critical sensors.

However, CC lacks flexibility. Specifically, it uses just 2 types of nodes and only high-end

nodes can become a CH. Power exhaustion of high-end nodes greatly decreases the network

connectivity.

2.2.2 Preceding Studies on Non-clustering Methods for Heterogeneous

WSNs

Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV)

There are two types of routing protocols which are reactive and proactive. In reactive routing

protocols the routes are created only when source wants to send data to destination whereas

proactive routing protocols are table driven. Being a reactive routing protocol AODV uses

traditional routing tables, one entry per destination and sequence numbers are used to determine

whether routing information is up-to-date and to prevent routing loops.

The maintenance of time-based states is an important feature of AODV which means that a
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routing enlry which is not rscently used is expired. The neighbors are nolified in case of route

breakage. The discovery of the route from source to destination is based on query and reply

cycles and intermediate nodes store the route information in the form of route table entries

along the route. Control messages used for the discovery and failures of route are as follows:

o Route Request Message (RREQ)

o Route Reply Message (RREP)

o Rouie Error Message (RERR)

r HELLO Messages.

A route requesl packet is {'looded through the network when a roule is nol available for

the destination from source. The parameters are contained in the route request packet are as

follows:

Source

Address

Request

ID

Source

Sequence

Number

Destination

Address

Destination

Sequence

Number

Hop

Count

A RREQ is identified by the pair source address and requesl lD, each lirne when the source

node sends a new RREQ and the request ID is incremented. After receiving of request message,

each node checks the request ID and source address pair. The new RREQ is discarded if there

is already RREQ packet with same pair of parameters. A node that has no route entry for the

destination, it rebroadcasts the RREQ with incremented hop count parameter. A route reply

(RREP) message is generated and sent back to source if a node has route with sequence number

greater than or equal to that of RREQ.

On having a valid route to the destination or if the :rode is destination, a RREP message is

sent to the source by the node. When a route that is active is lost, the neighborhood nodes are

nofified by roule srror lnessage (RtrRR) on both sides ol'link. The parameters are conlained in

the route reply message are as tollows:
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Source

Address

Destination

Address

Source

Sequence

Number

Hop

Count

Life

Time

The FIELLO messages are broadcasted in order to know neighborhood nodes. The neighbor-

hood nodes are directly communicated. In AODV HELLO messages are broadcasted in order

to inform the neighbors about the activation of the link. These messages are not broadcasted

because of short time to live (TTL) with a value equal to one.

When a source node does not have routing information about destination, the process of the

discovery of the route starts for a node with which source wants to communicate. The process

is initiated by broadcasting of RREQ. On receiving RREP message, the route is established. If
multiple RREP messages with different routes are received then routing information is updated

with RREP message of greater sequence number. The reverse path to the node is noted by

each node during the transmission of RREQ messages. The RREP message travels along this

path after the destination node is found. The addresses of the neighbors from which the RREQ

packets are received are recorded by each node. The reverse path is used to send RREP message

back to the source but a forward path is setup during transmission of RREP message. This

forward path can be called as reverse to the reverse path. The data transmission is started as

soon as this forward path is setup. The locally buffered data packets waiting for transmission

are transmitted in FIFO-queue.

Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)

Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol is specifically designed for multi-hop ad hoc net-

works. DSR allows the network to be completely seH-organizingand self-configuring, without

the need for any existing network infrastructure or administration. The difference in DSR and

other routing protocols is that it uses source routing supplied by packet's originator to determine

packet's path through the network instead of independent hop-by-hop routing decisions made

by each node. The packet in source routing which is going to be routed through the network

carries the complete ordered list of nodes in its header through which the packet will pass. Fresh

routing information is not needed to be maintained in intermediate nodes in design of source

13
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routing, since all the routing decisions are contained in the packet by themselves. The proto-

col is composed of the two main mechanisms of "Route Discovery" and "Route Maintenance",

which work together to allow nodes to discover and maintain routes to arbitrary destinations in

the ad hoc network.

In route discovery mechanism, when a node S wants to send a packet to destination D,

the route to destination D is obtained by route discovery mechanism. In this mechanism the

source node 
^9 

broadcasts a ROUTE REQUEST packet which in a controlled manner is flooded

through the network and answered in the form of ROUTE REPLY packet by the destination

node or from the node which has the route to destination. The routes are kept in Route Cache,

which to the same destination can store multiple routes. The nodes check their route cache for

a route that could answer the request before re-propagation of ROUTE REQUEST. The routes

that are not currently used for communication the nodes do not expend effort on obtaining or

maintaining them i.e. the route discovery is initiated only on-demand.

Route maintenance mechanism starts when source node ,S detects if the topology of the

network has changed so that it can no longer use its route to destination. If the two nodes that

were listed as neighbors on the route moved out of the range of each other and the link becomes

broken, the source node ,S is notified with a ROUTE ERROR packet. The source node ,S can

use any other known routes to the destination D or the process of route discovery is invoked

again to find a new route to the destination.

2.3 Proposed Method

In this section, we propose a clustering method and a non-clustering method for WSNs with

heterogeneous node types. The proposed clustering method selects CHs considering not only

the performance of a certain node but also that of its adjacent nodes. In addition, it has no

limitations on the number of node types.

2.3.1 Non-clustering Method

In DSR, first, a source node sends a RREQ packet to the destination node. The route with

earliest reached RREQ to destination is used for the route from the source node to the destination
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node. Also, rclay nodes on the route add their node ID to RREQ header and re-broadcast the

RREQ packet. In the proposed method, a node waits time 7 before it re'broadcasts the RREQ

packet. 7 is decided based on the node's residual energy, communication range, and the number

of paths that have been established through the node (hereinafter referred to as the number of

active routes). By controlling the waiting time of the RREQ re-broadcasting from the relay

node, RREQs via the nodes with large number of active routes and low residual power are

delayed to reach the destination node. In other words, it is able to avoid the situation where

high-end nodes with large number of active routes or nodes with low residual energy tend to be

used as a relay node extremely.

Number of Active Routes

Every node maintains a source node address list of routing packets (hereinafter referred to

as source list). RREP contains the information of the nodes in the route and source node.

Therefore, each node is able to calculate the number of the active routes without any additional

information. Detailed calculation method of the active routes in arbitrarv node A is as follows.

o If the address of the source node is not in the source list of A.

If node ,4 is in the route, then number of active routes does not change.

If node ,4 is not in the route. then decrements the number of active routes.

o If address of the source node is in the source list of A,

If node A is in the route, then increment the number of active routes.

If node A is not in the route, then number of active routes does not change.

Waiting Time to Re-broadcast

Time 7 shown in Fig.2.1 is decided based on node's residual energy, communication range,

and active roots. We define two time variables tr and fz as shown in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3),

respectively. Time f1 is inversely proportional to the communication range of the node. In

other words, a node with wider communication range has smaller tr anda node with a smaller

communication range has larger f1. Then, time t2 is set to a small value for the nodes with

15
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higher residual energy and less number of active routes.

time for a node to re-broadcast a RREQ packet.

Finally, T : h* tz is set as a waiting

T=ι l+ι2

Low―end nodes

High―end nodes

(2.1)

ιl圭 (2:2)

Number of active routes
t2 ==

Residual Energy
x (Random value: 0-1.0) x € (2.3)

2。3.2 Cluste」ng Method

Assume that each sensor is aware of its own location. In the proposed method,location in―

fo■ 11latiOn is used to identify attaCent nodes for rouing within cluster and inte■ cluster rouung

mechanisms. Thcrcfore,signiflcant location errors arc fatal to the proposed method. We as―

sume,howeverp recent researchё s for localization on WSN achieve to provide enough accurate

inforlnation[29].SenSOr nodes can use locatiOn services such as[28-31]to eStimate their loca¨

tions,and a Global Positioning System (GPS)reCeiver is not required for each node.Location

awareness is a basic requlrenlent for many scnsor networks,since in many cases the sensing

data are only meaningful when the location of generating the data is known.And also,global

tillne synchronization is essential in the proposed inethod.

A sensor■ ode expends lnore energy ln data collllmuniCation tha,ln Sensing or data process―

ing[32],[33].For example,the energy spent by a mote sensor for transmitting l― bit data over

20m is equivalenttO that ofrunning 1000 CPU instruc■ ons[34].In general,the minimum out―

put power required to transmit a signal over a distance r is proportionalto rれ ,where 2≦ η<4.

The exponent n is closerto 4 for low-lying antennac and near― ground channels,as is typical in

sensor network corlmunication.

Now,assume that Ar nodes are uniforlnly distributed in area S. Then,we have the node

density D by D=き ,When a node which has communica■ on range r becomes CH;it hasた

nodes given byた =π ×γ2× D=π r2Ⅳ
.underthe assumption where a node uses its all energy

for communication,a node with residual energy p can communicate t rounds intil its power

α
　
　
０

／

１

Ｉ

く

ｌ

ｌ

ヽ
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exhaustion,where t=静 .COnsequendュ CH nodeづ can send totd amount of dtta tt which is

given by the following equation;

17

gt=β ×ι×た

=写×島,

where a and p are constants.

Next, we define G as the highest value of g in the WSN, namely G : marlgi,i e [1, ]/].

We assume that the sink has detail information of all nodes in the network. Therefore it can find

the highest value of g and broadcast it to the network. Finally, we normalize giby G and use

the result u6 given by Eq. (2.5) as a strength index of the node i. This operation is conducted by

each node individuallv.

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

多%=τ

Then nodes exchange the o value with their neighbor nodes. Using this value, we can rela-

tively compare the nodes in WSN. By consideing u6, all nodes are classified into C classes

as 1,2.,3...C. In the proposed method, we define two types of classes to each node; individual

class and adjacent class. To calculate the Individual class we use only local strength index ofthe

node. Therefore we can consider that it represents the strength of node itself. For adjacent class

we use the strength index of adjacent nodes and we can consider that it represents the strength

of the adjacent nodes. Those calculation methods are given below.

Node z itself belongs to individual class 16 (individual class value), given by Eq. (2.6).

鳥=[θ(1-υじ)」

Example of calculating the individual ClasS value when σ =4 is shown in Fig.2.2.Ac―

cordilg to Fig. 2.2,node which hasし ,value between O.5 and O.75 has individual class value 2

(島 =2).

Next,we cacultte the average strength indOx of the五両aCent nodes by=墨 ,ノ ∈{Nodes l

hop away from nodeづ },where z is the total number of nodes which locate l hop away from

node t.Iftwo nodcs are able to establish two― way communication without any relay nodcs,we
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0_75

0.5

0.25

Figure 2.2: Strength index and Individual class

consider they are in one hop away from each-other. Then, node i belongs to adjacent class ,46

(adjacent class value), given by Eq. (2.7).

(2.7)

Based on these class values, each node becomes the CH and makes a cluster if pre-defined

time T-o61in Eq. (2.8) passed without receiving clustering messages from any other nodes. We

use r as a weight in Eq. (2.8) to calculate the waiting time for each node to select or become a

CH. z is a constant deflned as waitins time for a class.

(2.8)

１
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●
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ん=疎1-平湖

Ъ脇=い÷ン
All nodes in a cluster send their data toward its CH.Ho、 vever9 attaCent nodes around the

CH have to relay allthose data to CH.Therefore,wep五 oritize a node with a higher number 6f

attaCent nOdes by dividing the attaCent class value from number of the attacent nOdes,since

higher number ofattacent nOdes decreases the rclay trafflc per an attaCent node.

Example of selecting the CHs is shown in Fig.2.3.In this example we assume that nodeた

whch gん =θ has Кsidual energy and communicttion range 50 1Л  and 16レl,reSpe∝ively.

Eaこh node t has residual energy(鳥 ),cOmmunication range(rづ )and strengthindeX(υα)asshOWn

in Fig.2.3.We focus on nodes 7 and 13 to explain the proposed clustering rnechanism.

At flrst,sink broadcasts a FneSSage with 10cation of the sink and network start tiIIle to net―

work.Then,all the nodes entcr to thc initial state.Then,cach node calculates the strength index

according to Eq:(2.5).Applying the result to Eq。 (2.6),indiVidual class values of nodcs 7 and

13 become f7=l and」 13=1・ Then,nodes calculate the Σ≧ユ;for n6des 7 and 13 they become

1

2

3

4

t
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Figure 2.3: Adjacent class value

0.36 and 0.513, respectively. Therefore adjacent class values for nodes 7 and 13 obtained by

Eq. (2.7) are Az : 3 and An : 2. Finally, nodes calculate T-o.i1 applying own I;, Ar and u

values to Eq. (2.8). Considering above values, T-o;1for node 13, 1.33r is smaller than that of

node 7, 1.5r.

Clustering schemes which only use residual energy as a parameter might choose node 7

which has weak adjacent nodes as a CH due to its high residual energy. However, the proposed

clustering method sets a high priority for node 13 which has strong adjacent nodes to be a CH.

In Eq. (2.8) we consider both node's strength and adjacent nodes' one to determine the

waiting time. High-end nodes have lower value of Ii and when the number of adjacent nodes

increases, the value of A; has less effect Io T*o61. On the contrary, a high-end node surrounded

by high-end nodes tends to have smaller value of T*oil and becomes CH with higher probability.

An example in Fig. 2.4 shows that nodes 6 and l5 has the same strength index and lays on the

sameindividualclass; Ia: I;yo:1. Wecanshowthatadjacentclassvalueof nodes6and15

are equal to 2 and 3, respectively by using Eq. (2.7). As a result of calculating the T-oil for

both nodes, node 6 with higher number of adjacent nodes has smaller T-o;1&trd high priority to

become CH.

On the other hand, when a node receives messages from other CHs during the waiting

time, it keeps them into CH backup list. After waiting T-o61, it checks the CH backup list for

r=communication range vi=Strength index
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Figure 2.4: Effect of adjacent nodes

accessible CHs and becomes a member of the optimum cluster (i.e. nearest CH to the node), if

there are any entries. If there are no accessible CHs in the list, it broadcasts a searching message

for accessible CHs. After a certain period, if it cannot find any accessible CHs yet, it becomes

CH.

Every node in the WSN holds the strength index of its adjacent nodes, u. Therefore, each

node can assume the g values of its adjacent nodes by using u and its own g value. From these

values, CH re-assumes the 1", md A* per round, and when at least one of these values drops

to lower class, the CH starts to reconstruct the cluster.

Routing within a Cluster

When a sensor node generates data, it sends packets to its CH. The packets are forwarded to the

neighbor node that has the shortest distance to the CH, and the next node relays toward the CH

in the same manner. For example, as shown in Fig. 2.5, source node S sends the data packets to

destination node D via node AI;. Since the nodes are aware of its own location, 
" 
: 5fr, . ffi

is calculated for each node among adjacent nodes and the node with maximum z is selected as

the next hop to destination D.

945

97
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Cluster

Figure 2.5: Routing within a Cluster Figure 2.6: Inter-Cluster Routing

Inter-cluster Routing

CH has two main tasks; i.e. sending the collected data to sink and relaying the data from other

CHs. CHs with lower energy burdened with higher relay traffic could cause early expiration

of battery and shorten the network lifetime. We can simply solve this problem by selecting the

node with highest residual energy for next hop. After initialization, each CH exchanges location

information with neighbor CHs.

All the CHs advertise to adjacent CHs whether they are reachable to the sink or not when

they broadcasts the control messages. Once CH has received the control messages from other

CHs, it can determine that which adjacent CHs are connected with sink and which are not. For

example, in Fig. 2.6, S is source CH and D is destination CH or sink. When a CH wants to

send data packets to the sink, it virtually draws a straight line SD between itself and the sink.

Then, it searches for neighbor clusters which intersect with line ,SD (lft and l/, in Fig. 2.6).

Among them, the node with the highest residual energy is finally selected as a next hop to sink.

When line SD does not have any intersections with neighbor clusters, the proposed method

selects the CH with highest residual energy from among the adjacent CHs which is reachable to

sink as its next hop. Then next hop repeats the same task while it is able to connect with sink.

21
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2.4 PerformanceEvaluation

2.4.1 Performance Evaluation of the Proposed non-Clustering Method

Simulation topology was shown in Fig. 2.7(a). Sink was located in the middle of the 100[m]x 100[m]

area. Also, 4 high-end nodes and 8 low end nodes are deployed in I hop away from the sink.

Location of those nodes were shown in Fig. 2.7(b). We deliberately deployed those nodes in

order to distribute the relay traffic around the sink.

Simulation parameters were as follows.

o Simulation time: 35000[secl

o Number of nodes: 15 high-end nodes, 84 low-end nods, 1 sink

o Initial Energy: slmAhrl for high-end nodes, almAhrl for low-end nodes

o Transmission power: sldBm) for high-end nodes, -l}ldBm] for low-end nodes

Route cache refresh period: 20[h]

Packet generate interval: 3Ulmin)

(b) ri"ed nodes

Figure 2.7: Network topology

We evaluated the performance of the proposed method

percentage of alive nodes as a performance measure.

via QualNet simulator and observed

Definition of a alive node is a node
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which is able to send the sensed data to the sink successfullv. Therefore. disconnected nodes

are not considered as alive nodes.

Sink sets a time limit (TTR: Time To Receive) for each source node to send their data to

sink. When the sink receives a data from source node, it renovate the TTR for that source node.

Calculation method of TTR is shown \nEq.2.9.

TTR : Time to receive data + wait delay time

(2.9)

When the route cache refresh period is larger than wait delay time, TTR is not satisfy the

F,q.2.9.

We conducted some simulation experiments to obtain the optimal value for tl and t2.

First, we set the f 1 as shown in Eq. (2.10) and changed the p value of t2 shown in Eq. (2.3).

Simulation results are shown in Fig. 2.8.

23

(2」 10)

From the results shown in Fig. 2.8, P : 0.01 has maximum alive node ratio for same f1

value.

Then, we set the B :0.01 and changed the f r for the low-end nodes. Simulation results are

ιl={|llli[|」
|:業穏:;deS)

Figure 2.8: Variation of p

From the results shown in Fig. 2.9,tr

Figure 2.9:Variation of tl

=0・ 1[司 has maXimum alive node ratio.
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Therefore, from here forward we use the

waiting time for a node.

Chapter 2. Heterogeneous Wireles.s Sensor Nefworlcs

settings shown in Eq. (2.11) as to decide the

Number of active routes

Residual Energy
×(Randonl Valuc:0‐ 1.0)× 0.01

(2.11)

In Eq.(2.3),we uSed a random value between O to l in order to avoid the preJudices ofthe

waittime r.

We re― arranged the t2 in Eq.(2.3)as shOWn in Eq。 (2.4.1)and COnducted some sirnulation

eXpe五FnentS to observe the effect ofthe random value.

●ι2=塾L響
畳需鳥講錯&最

Ш墜 ×0・ 5× β

● ι2==≧螢型与昔慧き‖ギ13長」ギξ尾∬芦
二£昼×Random valuc(0.25-0.75)× β

Simulation results are shown in Fig. 2.10.
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Figure 2.11:Variation Of πFigure 2.10: Effect of random value

From the results in Fig. 2.l0,the proposed method did not show any significant effect when

random value set to 0.5 and 0.25 to 0.75. Therefore, we realized that the proposed method had

no effect even when we set a random value in order to preferentially select a nodes with higher

residual energy and low number of active routes.

To find out the optimal value for T,we conducted some simulation experiments with chang-

ing the value of T by rT. We changed the r and observed the effectiveness. Simulation results

are shown is Fig. 2.11.
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2.1. Performance Evahration

Result in Fig. 2.11 show that it has no effect when we increase the value of T by 20Vo.

Therefore, we conclude the values in Hqs. (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) are optimal.

Those results show that the proposed non-clustering method is able to increase the network

lifetime in heteroseneous environment.

2.4.2 Performance Evaluation of the Proposed Clustering Method

We evalualed the performance of the proposed clustering method wi:h different Cl values thror.rgh

simulation experiments and determined optimal C value for the network. After ihat we con-

ducted further evaluations with the optimized C value and compared it with two other clustering

methods; XHED and CC in heterogeneous and homogeneors environments. We have reason-

able issues to select HEED and CC as for comparison methods. HEED is dynamically select

CHs regardless of node types. It outperforms most of the other clustering methods for homo-

geneous environment and also work well with heterogeneous environments. CC is specially

designed for heterogereous environment and it uses per-defined CIIs.

We used ns2 simulator. To set communication radius, we adjusted the receiving threshold

value, RX?hresh. This can be obtained by running the program ns/indepu:ils/propagation/threshold.cc

and specifying the propagation model and the desired radius, The pa:ameters used the obtain

the RXThresh is shown in Table 2.1. Please refer the ns2 manual for how to set the pa:ame-

ters. We used the same method to set the communication range for nodes in all the simulation

experiments in this paper.

High-end nodes are equipped with longer communication range and higher initial batery

power. Compare to the high-end nodes, low-end nodes are equipped with shofter communi-

cation range and lower initial battery power. For the both high-end and low-end nodes, Initial

energy, communication range and number of the nodes are set in each simulation experiment.

Basic specilication of the nodes are showl tnTable2.2.

Every sensor node generate the data in iteration of 20 minutes. However, every node have a

random back off time of maximum I minutes before process the sensed dala and prepare them

fbr transmission. Wb used S-MAC protocol as MAC protocol. S-MAC codes are provided by

ns2 simulaior.
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Thble 2.1: ns2 settings

Radio-propagation model TwoRayGround

Antenna model

Trans:nil power

Frequency

OInniAntenna

O.281838

9.14e■ 08

Transmit anlenna gain I

Receive antenna gain I

System loss I

Transmit antenna height 1.5

Receive antenna height 1.5

Tablc 2.2 Node ifications for si latiaolc z.∠ :lN 00C SDCClnCa1lons lor slIIlu

H-node L-node

Aggregation ratio 0.25 0.25

Data rate [kbps1 250 250

Calculation cost [J/byte] 2.73× 10~6 2.73 × 10~6

Due to the large number of nodes in the topology, each simulation experiment takes a long

time. Therefore, these simulation results sbow an average of 50 simulation samples. We as-

sumed lack of simulation samples caused the non smooth graphs. To reveal the cause, we

conducted 500 simulation experiments for selected single experiment in each chapter.

Constants u., p were equals to 14000 and I, respectively. The value for r-v could be obtained

by calculations l38l for two-ray g:ound :eflec1ion model. The value ior p is set to unit value

1 for this simulation. However, as shown in Eq. (2.5), we relatively compare the strength of

the nodes. Therefore, value of a and f only use in primary stage calculations and has no active

effect on CH selection mechanism.

In these experiments, we considered the largest energy consumplion factor of node is the

transceiver energy consumption. Therefbre, we exclude ihe idle state energy consumption from

the simulation experiments. In all simulation experiments, we use r : 15[ms].
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2.4. Performance Evaluation

Figure 2.12: Logical division of the coverage area

We observed the percentage of alive nodes and coverage over time.

It is difficult to evaluate the non-uniform energy consumption patterns only by alive node

ratio. When non-uniforrn energy consumption occurs, coverage area dramatically drops with

decrements of alive node ratio. On the other hand, when the network is able to maintain higher

coverage area in spite of lower alive node ratio, it means to achieve geographically distributed

energy consumption pattern which is suitable for WSN. To evaluate the coverage, we logically

divided the total area into large number of tiny areas as shown in Fig. 2.12. In each area, when

at least one sensor node was alive, we considered it as a covered area. Coverage was defined as

the ratio of covered area.

In the first experiment, we used homogeneous network environment and we used single

type of node in which initial energy, communication range and amount of nodes were set to

I 0U], 8 [rn], 200 nodes, respectively. In this experiment, we evaluated the performance of our

clustering method with different C values. Simulation results in Fig. 2.13 show alive node ratio

as a function of elapsed time in homogeneous environment.

Larger number of classes can rotate the role of CH among all nodes efficiently. However,

overhead of reconfiguration increases. Simulation results inFig. 2.13 show that ithas adiffer-

ence less than lOVo between C :3 and C : 4in the homoseneous environment. But C :5
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28 Chapter 2. Heterogeneous WjreJe.ss Sensor Nefworks

has less alive node ratio than C : 4 due to increment of reconfiguration overhead.

In the second experiment, we used heterogeneous network environment and we used 2 type

of nodes in which initial energy, communication range and amount of nodes were set to 50[J],

l6lm],60 high-end nodes and 5[J], 8[rn], 140 low-end nodes, respectively. We set the high-

end and low-end node configurations using datasheets of typical products; XEl205a [36] and

TRl000 [37], respectively. We evaluated the performance of our clustering method with differ-

ent C value and simulation results in Fig. 2.14 show alive node ratio as a function of elapsed

time in heterogeneous environment.

Figure 2.13: Alive node ratio with different C Figure 2.14: Alive node ratio with different C

values in experiment I values in experiment 2

In the third experiment, we performed additional simulation experiments in different hetero-

geneous environment. Total network area was set to 160[rn] x 160[rn]. We used 2type of nodes
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Figure 2.15: Alive node ratio with different C values in experiment 3
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in which initial energy, communication range and amount of nodes were set to 80[-r],  }lm),64

nodes and 151,/], 1,6lnt],256 nodes, respectively. Alive node ratio is shown in Fig. 2.15 with

different class values.

In lhese node specificfiions, high-end nodes have large batleries and wide communication

rage than that of the low end nodes. When C is smaller, once a node has become a CH, it remains

as a CH much longer. Low-end nodes around those CHs have high energy consumption and die

faster than other nodes. As a result, C=2 has lhe worst alive node ratio due to rapid drop of

critical nodes. On the other hald, larger C causes high frequent re-clusteri:rg in :he flrst half

of the network lifetime and it has the highest clustering overhead. Because of high clustering

uverhead, C=8 has lost sorle nodes i:r:he first half of the relwork liletirne. llowever. whel

it comes to the socond hall of tl:e network lil'eti::re, it is able to distribute the relay :raffic by

frequent re-clustering. The concl;sion is tha: smaller C is better fbr the Iirs: half of the network

lifetime and larger C is better for the second half of the lifetime. However, proposed protocol

does not support dynamic change of C value yet. Therefore, we set the C=4 which has better

overall performance.

In the fourth experiment; we use C * 4 as the recommended C value and conducted furlher

evalualion for the homogeneous environment described in the flrst experimL:nt. In this exper-

imenl, we compared the result with HEED. We omitted CC from evaluation for homogeneity

of :he envi:onment. Simulation results in F'is. 2.16 show alive node ratio and Fis. 2.17 shows

coverage over time.

In the irst half of the :retwork lifbtime, the p:oposed method had more frequent re-clustering

than HEED. As a result, the proposed method had lost some coverage area due to re-clustering

overhead before HEED as shown in Fig. 2.17. However, in the second half of the network

lifetime, HIIED had non-uniforrr energy corsumption pasterns due io fixed i:eratiol clusteing.

On the other hand, the proposed method achieved uniform energy consumption network by

dynamic :e-clusiering and gained some coverage area. Those results show that the proposed

clustering melhod enabies to maintain nearly l0o/o higher alive node ratio than thai of HEED.

In the fif:h experiment, we evaluated our clusterirg method with recomme:rded C : 4

value and compared it with lwo other clustering methods; HEED and CC in heterogeneous

environment described in the second experiment. Simulation results in Fig. 2.18 and Fig. 2.19
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Figure 2.16: Alive node ratio in experiment 4 Figure 2.17: Coverage in experiment 4

show alive node ratio and coverage over time, respectively.

IIEED has no mechanism to avoid the non-unifoim energy consumption around the CH. On

the other hand, the proposed method monitors the class levels of adjacent nodes and performs

the re-clustering when those nodes has become weak. CC lacks flexibility and only high-end

nodes can become a CH. Power exhaustion of high-end nodes greatly decreases the network

connectivity. However, the proposed method dynamically selects the CHs by considering the

performance of node itself and its adjacent nodes. Those results showed that the proposed

clustering method is able to increase the network lifetime by 80Vo and 6o%b more than that

of the CC and IIEED, respectively in heterogeneous environment and achieve much higher

performance than that in homogeneous environment.
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Figure 2.18: Alive node ratio in experiment 5 Figure 2.19: Coverage in experiment 5

In the sixth experiment, we used another heterogeneous network environment optimized for

CC. First, we set the total sensing area is to 75lrnl x 75lm] square. Then, the whole area is



2.4. Performance Evaluation

divided into 25 small equal-sized cells (15[rn] x 15[zn]) as illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (Initial state)

and placed a single high-end node in the center of each cell. Low-end nodes are randomly

distributed in the whole sensing area. In this environment, we used high-end nodes and low-end

nodes in which initial energy, communication range and amount of nodes were set to 43.35[J],

22[m],25 nodes and 1.83U1, 7.5[m], 175 nodes, respectively. Those values are determined

by considering the requirements for minimum node density for a given lifetime constraint and

coverage requirement in CC [24].

Fig.2.2O and Fig. 2.21 show alive node ratio and coverage over time, respectively. Simula-

tion results show that the proposed clustering method achieves more than l0%o of coverage than

that of CC even in such a CC favorable environment.

200   250 400   450   500

Figure 2.20: Alive node ratio in CC favorable Figure 2.2I:

environment ronment

Coverage in CC favorable envi-
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Figure 2.24: Alive node ratio in experiment 8 Figure 2.25: Coverage area in experiment 8

In our seventh experiment, we enhanced the heterogeneity by strengthened high-end nodes

and weakened low-end nodes. We used 2type of nodes in which initial energy, communication

range and amount of nodes were set to 40[.r],80[m],64 nodes and l5l-r], ftlm),256 nodes,

respectively. Total network area was set to 160[m] x 160[m]. Then, we logically divided the

total area into 256 tiny areas which 10[rn] x 10[rn] and placed single high-end node in each of

those tiny areas. High-end nodes were randomly deployed on the field.
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Alive node ratio and coverage area are

shown in Fig. 2.22 and Fig. 2.23 respectively.

Also, alive node ratio with avarage of 500 sam-

ples is shown in Fig. 2.26. In this scenario,

HEED always selects the high-end nodes as

CH by considering the residual energy of the

nodes and sets a long clustering iteration for

those CHs. Low-end nodes die before CH and

it weakens the connectivity of the network. In

CC only high-end nodes are used as CHs. On

the other hand, the proposed method considers

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Time Ih]

Figure 2.26: Alive node ratio in experiment 7

with 500 samples
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not only the performance of the node itself but also that of it's adjacent nodes to select the

appropriate node for CH. As a result, the proposed method shows the best performance in this

environment.

In our eighth experiment, we created less heterogeneous environment by increasing the
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initial energy of low end nodes. Total network area was set to 80[rn] x 80[rn]. We used 2 type

of nodes in which initial energy, communication range and amount of nodes were set to 25lJl,

l6lm],30 nodes and 25lJl, 8lml, 220 nodes, respectively. Then, we logically divided the total

area into 256 tiny areas each of which ranges 8[rn] x S[nr,]. High-end nodes and low-end were

randomly deployed on the fleld.

In this scenario, the proposed method was misguided by low-end nodes with high initial

energy. Alive node ratio and coverage area are shown in Fig. 2.24 andFig. 2.25 respectively.

In initial state, the proposed method chooses low-end nodes as CHs and there is no possibility

to select a high-end nodes as a CH. However, for HEED, CHs are randomly selected between

low-end nodes and high-end nodes. Therefore, during the first half of the network lifetime, the

proposed method creates large amount of CHs and increases the clustering overhead. When it

comes to the second half of the network life, the network becomes more heterogeneous than

the initial state. As a result, the proposed method enables to gain more alive nodes and larger

coverage in the second half of the network lifetime.

Through all the performance evaluation, it is verified that our proposed clustering method

increases network lifetime by 80Vo and6OVo more than that of the CC and HEED, respectively

in heterogeneous networks. Moreover, even in a homogeneous network, the proposed method

has almost the same performance as IIEED. It is a useful feature for practical use.

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed a new clustering and a new non-clustering routing methods for het-

erogeneous WSNs. First, we discussed some related work and introduce two existing clustering

methods for heterogeneous WSNs and existing non-clustering routing protocols for WSNs.

The proposed clustering method selects CHs considering not only the performance of a certain

node but also that of its adjacent node. In the proposed non-clustering method, residual en-

ergy of nodes in the path are taken into consideration when selecting the optimal path between

source and destination. Remarkably, the proposed clustering and non-clustering methods have

no limitations on the number of node types that can be used to qeate a WSN. The simulation

experiments validated the result that the proposed clustering method can prolong the lifetime in
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34 Chapter 2. Heterogeneous Wireless Sensor Nefworks

heterogeneous network environment. Moreover, even in a homogeneous network, the proposed

method had almost the same performance as FIEED. It is a useful feature for practical use.

Due to uneven manufacturing process, same type of nodes may have variation in their initial

energy and/or radio transmission range. Since there is no limit to the number of types of nodes

that can be used in the proposed method, such a problem can be addressed by subdividing the

nodes into more node types.

In this chapter, we have considered a limited number of aspects of WSNs. The possibility

of geogaphically different networks should also be considered. Another important issue to

be explored is a heterogeneous network model where the difference between the sensors is

not only the difference in initial energy and communication range, but also in their processing

capabilities, and thus the consideration of energy consumption in data processing (compression,

fusion, etc.).



Chapter 3

Hybrid Routing Method for Wireless

Sensor Networks

3.L lntroduction

In this chapter, we propose a robust clustering/non-clustering hybrid routing method for hetero-

geneous WSNs which adaptively combines clustering and multi-hop communication methods.

Most of conventional routing methods forWSNs are optimized for a specific application. In the

proposed method, however, we considered the specifications of the nodes and the characteris-

tics of the networked like outer boundary and location of the sink instead of characteristics of

an application to optimizethe WSN. Therefore, the proposed method can be easily applied to a

general-purpose WSN, with multiple sensor applications. In this chapter, we propose simplified

spatial boundary analysis method for small area WSN and generalized spatial boundary anal-

ysis method for wide area WSN. In order to study the energy consumption and traffic patterns

around sink and study about efficient bode placement around the Sink, we conducted several

preliminary simulation experiments. Through the simulation experiments, we verifled that the

proposed hybrid methods able to maintain higher alive node ratio than that of the pure clustering

and multi-hop methods in any network topology.

In WSN, since all data are directed to sink, CHs or nodes around the sink come to have

high relay traffic. As a result, CHs or nodes around sink consume much energy in a short

time. As we discussed in chapter 1, non-clustering routing using a large amount of nodes
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36 Chapter 3. Hybrid Routing Method for Wireless SensorNefworks

enables to balance the relay traffic all over the WSN. When it is applied to wide area networks,

however, the amount of data that has to relay for each node increases as it is near to sink.

Furthermore, compared with clustering mode, data aggregation is not efficient in multi-hop

routing. On the other hand, data aggregatron in clustering combines data from multiple sensors

to eliminate redundant information and transmissions. It also guarantees that the energy load is

well balanced by CHs dynamically elected according to a prior optimal mechanism. However,

CH around the sink come to have high relay traffic.

This non-uniform energy consumption around the sink is one of the main problems that

shorten the network lifetime [2ll in WSN. Furthermore, in the clustered WSNs, only limited

number of CHs around the sink are participate in data relaying process. Therefore, those CHs

around the sink uses much energy in a short time. In order to avoid the node failures, those CHs

have to perform the frequent re-clustering. Also, specially in wide area WSN, these frequent

re-clustering could trigger the total network re-configurations.

The importance of the non-uniform energy consumption problem around the sink differs

substantially whether the sensor nodes and/or the sink node are mobile or not. When the sink

is mobile, it moves around to collect data from sensor nodes. Therefore. the sink is able to

effectively balance the the energy consumption of the WSN. The sensor nodes can transmit

the data periodically, or store the data and delay the transmission till the distance between

the senor nodes and the sink is minimal in order to decrease the power consumption for data

relaying. In the case where sensor nodes are mobile, the nodes can adjust their position and

help to balance the energy consumption in areas that have high energy consumption. However,

deploying a mobile sinks or mobile nodes will increase the initial cost and management cost

of the WSN. Additionally, mobility is impractical for some applications. Therefore, in this

research we focused on the WSNs which consisted of stationary nodes and a single sink.

WSN can be classified into two types; homogeneous and heterogeneous WSNs [13]. Het-

erogeneous networks lower the hardware cost and reduce the communication cost of the sensing

nodes. Meanwhile, homogeneous networks achieve uniform energy drainage. However, both

features cannot be incorporated in the same network. In Chapter 2, we proposed a new cluster-

ing method for WSNs with heterogeneous node types which selects CHs considering not only

transmission power and residual energy of each node but also those of its adjacent nodes. It is
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able to maintain above three characteristics.

However, in heterogeneous WSNs, non-uniform energy consumption problem around the

sink sti[ remains without efficient solution. Therefore, in this chapter we propose a hybrid

routing method in order to avoid the non-uniform energy consumption problem around the

sink.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: we first discuss the existing clustering and

multi-hop communication methods in section 3.2. In section 3.3, we present our approach

to hybrid routing in WSN, while in section 3.6 we present the performance evaluation and

simulation results. Finally, in section 3.7, conclusions are drawn.

3.2 TFaditional Routing Methods

3.2.1 Clustering Methods

Many data gathering schemes which shorten the transmitting distance or reduce the number of

times of transmission have been proposed.

For example, Directed Diffusion [40] shortens the transmitting distance by using multi-hop

communication and LEACH (Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) [41] reduces the

number of times of transmission to the base station by using cluster formation and data fusion.

Further, HEED (Hybrid, Energy-Efficient, Distributed Clustering) [23] which follows LEACH

concept takes residual energy of each node into consideration in order to prolong the network

lifetime and CC (Chessboard Clusterin g) t24luses high-end sensor nodes as CHs in order to

reduce the data transmission burden on sensor nodes in the network.

In order to balance energy consumption among CHs, Unequal Cluster-based routing proto-

col (UC) proposed a method by assigning smaller cluster sizes to CHs closer to the sink and

larger cluster sizes to CHs faraway from the sink, i.e. cluster size is proportional to the distance

between CH and the sink. In UC, sensors are assumed to be deployed in a circular region around

a sink in a homogeneous WSN. The smallest cluster size depends on the radius of the circular

WSN.

However, CHs that are closer to the sink will relay more traffic and hence will deplete
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38 Chapter 3. Hybrid Routing Method for Wireless SensorNefworlcs

their batteries earlier than CHs that are faraway from the sink. Furthennore, large number of

CHs closer to the sink consume more energy to maintain the topology and frequently make

re-clustering due to high relay trafflc.

In [44], we proposed a clustering method for WSN with heterogeneous node types, which

selects CHs considering not only transmission power and residual energy of each node but also

those of its adjacent nodes. Brief introduction for our clustering method is as follows.

First, we assume that each sensor is aware of its own location [30, 45]. A sensor node ex-

pends more energy in data communication than in sensing or data processing [32]. First, we

calculate the total amount of data which each node is able to send until its power exhaustion

and use it as a strength index of the node. Then, we normalize the value and use it to rela-

tively compare the nodes in WSN. Using that result, all nodes are classified into C number of

classes. Then, we def,ne two types of classes to each node; individual class and adjacent class.

Individual class value represents the strength of node itself and adjacent class value represents

the strength of its adjacent nodes. Based on these class values, each node becomes the CH and

makes a cluster if pre-defined waiting time passed without receiving clustering messages from

any other nodes. When a node receives messages from other nodes during the waiting time, it

keeps them into CH backup list. After the waiting time expired, it checks the CH backup list

for accessible CH and node becomes a member of the optimum cluster (i.e. nearest CH to the

node), if there are any entries. If there are no accessible CHs in the list, it broadcasts a searching

message for accessible CHs. After a certain period, if it still cannot find any accessible CHs, it

becomes CH.

Clustering method we propose d in [44] has no limitations on the number of node types and

simulation results show that the proposed clustering method achieves much higher alive node

ratio and coverage than those of HEED and CC. Therefore we use [44] as the clustering method

in our new hybrid routing method.

3.2.2 Multi-hop Communication

Multi-hop wireless networks typically use routing techniques similar to those in wired networks.

In a multi-hop WSN, each node plays the dual role of data origination and data router. These
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traditional routing protocols choose the best sequence of nodes between the source and destina-

tion, and forward each packet through that sequence. In this research, we use the shortest path

between node and sink. We will discuss further details in section 3.3.2.

3.3 Proposed Hybrid Routing Method

3.3.1 Basic Idea of Clustering and Non-clustering Zones

Efficient Node Placement Around the Sink

As we discussed before. CHs around the sink have to relay heavier traffic. Due to that traffic,

those nodes consume more energy than the other CHs. Increasing the low residual energy nodes

around sink shortens the network lifetime. Therefore, in our proposed method, we focus on load

balancing around sink in order to reduce the number of nodes with low residual energy.

In this study, we divided the network in to two zones; clustering zone and non-clustering

zone. Then, we set a all the high-end nodes (H-nodes) in non-clustering zone are placed near

to boundary line as shown in Fig. 3.1. Radius of this static non-clustering zone is equal to

communication range of the H-node. Furthermore, those H-nodes act as CHs for nodes only in

clustering zone. Then, we increase the low-end node (L-node) density in non-clustering zone

and observe the effect on network lifetime.

In the clustering zone, we use our proposed clus-

tering method [44], which selects CHs considering not

only transmission power and residual energy of each node

but also those of its adjacent nodes. First, we assume

that each sensor is aware of its own location. A sensor

node expends more energy in data communication than

in sensing or data processing. First, we calculate the to-

tal amount of data which each node is able to send until

its power exhaustion and use it as a strength index of the

node. Then, we norrnalize the value and use it to rela-

tively compare the nodes in WSN. Using that result, all
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rodes are classified into C nurnber of classcs. '['hen, we deline lwo lypes 01' classes to each

node: individual class a:rd adacent class. Individual class value represenls the strength of node

itselfand adjacent class value represents the strength of its adjacent nodes. Based on these class

values, each nodc bccomes the CH and rnakes a cluster i1'pre-defined waiting time passed with-

out receiving clustering messages from any olher nodes. When a node receives messages from

other nodes during the waiting time, it keeps them into CH backup list. After the waiting time

expired, it checks the CH backup list for accessible CH and becomes a member o1 the optimum

cluster (i.e. nearest CH to the node), if there are ilny entries. lf there are no accessible CHs

in the list, it broadcasts a searching messagt: lor accessible CHs. Afier a ce(ain period, if it

still cannot {rnd any accessible CHs, it bccomes (lL Simulation results show that the proposed

clustering method achieves much higher alive nocle ratio and more exlensive coverage area than

those of HEED and CC.

In a non-clustering zone, each node plays the dual roles of data origination and data relay.

Multi-hop rouling prolocols choose the best seqrence of nodes between the source and destina-

tion, and forward each packet through that sequence. In this research, we use the shortest path

between node and sink. The packets are forwardecl to the neighbor node that has the shortest

disiance to the destination, and the next node relays toward the destinalion in the sa:le man-

ner. Source node 5' sends the data packets to destination node J) via node "|y';. Since the nodes

are aware of its own location, , - Sfr ifi ir calculateil for each node and the node with

maximum ; is selected as the next hop to deslination ,D.

Inside the clusler, we use the above nruhi-hop communication lnethod 1o relay the sensing

data to CH. In addition we also use the same method as the one for inler-cluster comrnunication

between CHs in order to send the aggregated data to non-clustedng zone. Especially, among

the CHs are in clustering zone, the CHs which are able to direcily comnrunicate with nodes in

non-clustering zone are ref'ened to as Boundary CHs (BCHs). Hach BCH manages a lisi of next

hop nodes located in non-cluslering zone and assigns a probability in proportion to its residual

energy divided by initial energy to each node. When BCH lorwards the dala to non-clustering

zone, it selects a nexl node according to that probability.

We evaluate the perlbrmance of this model via network simulator ns-2 and observe the

percenlage ol'alive nodcs. Specifically, wc comparc it w:lh that of total clusle:ing which adopls
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the method described in[M] and total multi-hop networks. Then, we increase the node density

in non-clustering zone and observe the alive node ratio.

In this simulation model, we set the node configurations using datasheet and information

provided by Crossbow. Total network area is set to a circle with radius -R : 80[m]. We used 2

types of nodes; H-nodes and L-nodes. Their initial energy, communication range and amount

of nodes were set to 43.55[J], 30[m], l8 nodes and 5.67[I],l2fml,l80 nodes, respectively.

According to those node specifications, the radius of the non-clustering zone d became

30[m].
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Figure 3.2: Comparison with Others Figure 3.3: With different node density

The simulation result is shown in Fig. 3.2, which is alive node ratio in d :30[rn]. It shows

that the proposed method achieves higher alive node ratio than that of total clustering and multi-

hop methods. Then, in the same environment, we added 5 to 15 L-nodes to non-clustering zone

and those simulation results are shown in Fig. 3.3. From Fig. 3.3, higher L-node density in

non-clustering zone leads to longer network lifetime.

Study of Energy Consumption and Ttaffic Patterns Around Sink
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In order to study the energy consumption and

traffic patterns around sink, we conducted sev-

eral preliminary simulation experiments. In

these experiments, we observed the behavior of

clustering and multi-hop networks.

In this simulation, we randomly deployed

and multi-hop 
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Figure 3.4: Energy distribution on clustered Figure 3.5: Energy distribution on multi-

network at 150[h] hop/clustering combined network at 150[h]

Table 3.1:Node iflcatilons

H-node L-node

Communication range [m] 30 12

Initial energy [J] 43.55 5.67

Calculation cost [J/bit] 2]3 x I0 6 2.73 x 10-6

Aggregation ratio 0.25 0.2s

Data transfer rate [kbps] 250 250

Sensing range [m] 3 3

50 H-nodes (High-end nodes) and260 L-nodes

(Low-end nodes) into 100[rn] x 100[rn] area and

the sink was placed at the center of the area.

Node specifications are shown in Table 3.1.

At first, we conducted a simulation experiment on the above network by creating a clustered

network. Secondly, we conducted another experiment on multi-hop/clustering combined net-

work by creating a multi-hop network in the non-clustering zone and clustered network outside

of the non-clustering zone. In this network, we defined the non-clustering zone as 50[rz] x 50[rn]

meters squared area around the sink. Also, the center of the non-clustering zone overlapped with

sink. We observed alive node ratio in each experiment as shown in Fig. 3.6. It indicates that

multi-hop/clustering combined network is able to maintain higher receive ratio than that of the

clustered network.

Moreover, we observed the distribution of the residual energy of each node in non-clustering
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zone. Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 show the residual energy distribution inside the:ro:r-clustering zone

of the cluslered and multi-hop/clustering combined networks when 1501h] elapsed in network

tine, respectively. Bright areas indicate higher residual e:rergy and dark areas indicate lower

residual energy.

Comparing Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5, clustered network has a numher of darker spots and multi-

hoplclustering combined network has no such a spot. Those darker spots are the results of

the unequal energy consumption around the CHs and sink. Also, clustered network consumes

more encrgy to mainlain the lopology and lrequcntly rc-cluslrr it due to high tralbc load. 'iit

the conlrary, multi-hop network uses large number of nodes which enable to balance the relay

lrafic all over the nelwork.

I'his expcrimenl shows nulti-hop/cluslering cornbined nclwr)rk is nurre cliicicnt than thc

cluslered nclwork in smallcr netwofk arca wilh high rclay trallic. 'l'herclbre, wc car apply this

method:o WSN to avoid the non-unifonn energy consumption around the sink. Jn othel words,

it is elficienf 10 creale a srnall mulli-hop network around the sink and makc a c:uster nclwork

outside. However, it is essential io determine the oplimal boundaries for nulti-hop network

around the sink. In this chapler we propose two melhods to determi:re the optimal boundaries.

Simplilied spalial boundary analysis method for srnall are WSNs is c:xplaincd in secfion 3..1and

generalized spatial boundary analysis method for wide are WNSs is explained in section 3.5.

3.3.2 Routing Methods in Clustering Zone

CH has two main tasks; i.e. sending the collected data to sink and relayi:rg the data from other

(lHs. (llls with lowcr cnergy burdcnr-:d with highcr relay trallic could cause early expirarion

of battery ancl sho{en the network lif'e-time. We can sirnply solve this problem by selecting

the node willt highest residual energy for next hop. After initialization, each CH exchalges

locatton infbrmalion with neighbor CHs. All the CHs advertise 1c adjacent CHs whether they

are reachable to the non-clustering zone or not when they broadcasts the control messages.

Once CH has received the control messages fronl other CHs, it can determine which adjacent

CHs are connected with non-clustering zone and which are not. For example, in Fig. 3.8, ,5 is

source CH and D is the sink. When a CH wants to send data packels to the non-clustering zone,

43
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Figure 3.7: Routing inside the non- Figure 3.8: Routing between CHs in clustering

clustering zone zone

it virtually draws a straight line SD between itself and the sink. Then, it searches for neighbor

clusters which intersects with line SD (.1/1 and 14 in Fig. 3.8. Among them, the node with the

highest residual energy is finally selected as a next hop to non-clustering zone. Then next hop

repeats the same task while it is able to connect with non-clustering zone.

When line SD does not have any intersections with neighbor clusters, the proposed method

selects the CH with highest residual energy from among the adjacent CHs which is reachable

to non-clustering zone as its next hop. Then next hop repeats the same task while it is able to

connect with non-clustering zone.

Inside the cluster, we use multi-hop communication method to relay the sensing data to CH.

In addition we also use multi-hop communication for inter-cluster communication between CHs

for sending the aggregated data to sink. Each node inside the cluster can know the CH's location

by specific message that is broadcast by CH.

ヽ
●
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3.3.3 Routing Methods in Non-clustering Zone

When a sensor node generates data, it sends packets to sink. The packets are forwarded to the

neighbor node that has the shortest distance to the sink, and the next node relays toward the sink

in the same manner. For example, as shown in Fig. 3.7, source node S sends the data packets to

destination node D (which is sink) via node //2. Since the nodes are aware of its own location,
----+

z : S N,i. Eff ir calculated for each node and the node with maximum z is selected as the next

hop to destination D.

3.3.4 Routing Methods Around the Spatial Boundary

When nodes in the non-clustering zone receive the data, they forward the data to the sink by

using multi-hop communication. Furthermore, CH which is able to directly communicate with

nodes in non-clustering zone is referred to as Boundary CH (BCH). Each BCH manages a list

of next hop nodes located in non-clustering zone and assigns a probability in proportion to

its residual energy divided by initial energy to each node. When BCH forwards the data to

non-clustering zone, it selects a next node according to the probability.

3.3.5 NetworkFormation

First, the radius of non-clustering zone d is determined by using the method explained in section

3.4.2. Then sink broadcasts that information to network. Each node in the network enables to

receive that message and evaluates whether it is in the non-clustering zone or clustering zone

upon its location information and d. Then, the nodes in the clustering zone form clusters by

using the method explained in l44l and forward the data to non-clustering zone. When nodes

in the non-clustering zone receive that data, they forward the data to the sink by using multi-

hop communication. Furthermore, CH which is able to directly communicate with nodes in

non-clustering zone is referred to as Boundary CH (BCH). Each BCH manages a list of next

hop nodes located in non-clustering zone and assigns a probability in proportion to its residual

energy divided by initial energy to each node. When BCH forwards the data to non-clustering

zone, it selects a next node according to that probability.
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Silnplined spatial Boundary Analysis Method for Small

Area WSN

As we introduced in previous section, CHs around the sink have high relay traffic. Due to

that trafflc, those nodes consume more energy than the other CHs. Increasing the low residual

energy nodes around sink shortens the network lifetime. Therefore, in our proposal method, we

focus on load balancing around sink in order to reduce the number of nodes with low residual

energy.

In the proposed method, nodes placed near to sink perform a multi-hop network (non-

clustering zone) and nodes far away from sink perform clusters (Clustering Zone). Before

performing them, operation boundary for non-clustering zone must be determined. Therefore,

first we analyze the network and deflne the spatial boundary for non-clustering zone. Outside

of that zone, we define as clustering zone. Next section explains the calculations of average

energy consumption of a node in area C(d) ( Notification C(r) represents the circle area with

radius of r lm)) when doing multi-hop communication (E,.) and clusterinE (8").Then con-

sidering E,n I 8., we calculate the maximum value of d which is the radius of multi-hop

communication range.

3.4.1 Network Model

First, we assume that whole area of the network is circle C(R) with radius R and sink is located

in the center of that circle. It is assumed that the non-clustering zone C(d) is a concentric circle

with C(,R) and d(< .R). Then we uniformly distribute nH number of High-end nodes (H-nodes)

and n7 number of Low-end nodes (L-nodes) over area C(R). Specifications of the nodes are

shown in Thble 3.2.

We consider node heterogeneity in terms of communication range and initial energy but not

in sensing capabilities. Sensing range for all types of nodes are circle with radius r"[m] where,

R > r"t/512.

For the clustering, we use the clustering formation method which is specifically described

in [44). We assume that the size of sensing data collected in CH becomes a times smaller
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Table 3.2:Notad of node licad.∠ : 10n ons

H―node L-node

Number of nodes η 〃 η 二

Communication range [m] r″ r五

Initial energy [J] b″ ら五

Transmission power [W] θT″ eTL

Receiving power [W] CR θR

(0<α ≦ 1)after aggregation.Energy consumpdon for aggregation is cc[J/bν ι司・ aヽdiuS

of cluster depends on the maximum transIIllssion range of thO node and clustering factor φ

is deined as И扇轟摯赤霧影競霧姦砺誌・TO Simplify the analysis,we assume that no data

aggregation is perfonned in multi― hop mode and data packets are simply relayed from other

nodes to sink. However2 there are complex methods for data aggregation in multi― hop WSN

142,43]and we W11l considerthem in our future works.

3.4.2 Mathematical Analvsis

Considering lo07o coverage area, we use cir-

cles of radius r" [rn] to pack the plane as shown

in Fig. 3.9. Around each circle, suppose to

draw a concentric circle of radius r(J3r"l2).

Then we can pack 3 circles of radius r" next to

each other, and those three centers of circles can

form an equilateral triangle. Also, three coffe-

sponding concentric circles of radius r can in-

tersect at the middle of the equilateral triangle.

The optimum packing of circles in the plane has

density rlt/t2, which is that of the hexagonal
Figure 3.9: Positions of 3 circles

packing (Kepler's Conjecture [49]). For the connectivity,2r" 4 r7. For this model we claim

thatLemma l. and2. aretrue.
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A.1:Lcttα  f.

It takes lnaximumん
  (民是静r―

―
イ号)2__l necessary hops to deliver,packet frOm a source to a

destination.

A.2:Lι
““

oα 2.

The number of L― nodes skpped by single H― node i,apprOximttely equd t6[号 」.

Refer the A.l and A.2 for further details and the prooお of above.

3.4。3 Muli‐ hop Mode

Non―clustenng zone is a circle with radiusご and concentnc with sink. Speciflcadons of the

nodes are shown in Table 3.2. Lct us assume that amount of packets frona the out¨ side of the

non―clustering zone is equal to P.Data― transfer ra"iS b降り司fOr all nodes.Because of

u」brln ds伍 bution of H¨nodes ttd L―no“s,amou■ ofdata br H― nodes,助 お,PFf=続
and alnount of dtta br L― nodes,凡 i%几 =青留諸・Energy consumption for dam relay in

H―nodes,y..is,y.=P..(cR+cT」 f)/b and energy consump■on for data relay in L― nodes,レЪ

is,yL=ft(θR+eTL)/b.

The probability that a route consists of z number of H― nOdes and ν number of L―nodes,

3ヽ(″ ,ν),iS

Y*.* lo
n\-um- /,

.,-\.g- t mzn

(3.1)

(3.2)

現し,の =為αECω・Lα″Cυ
(瓦茸考 )″ (高茸竜 )υ

,

where X*o, : ft (* * h) - 1, when the route consists with only H-nodes. In the
r "2same manner,Yman : ft lrh * H - 1, when the route consists with only L-nodes. Each

node in the route has to relay the data from Clustering area and send its own p packets of data

to sink. Therefore, energy consumption is,

』
lFmt,め

摯+ν
′比

″十 ν
′

十翌T〃十ν
絆),b(″ +ν

where A' : A - rLT),Y*in: [#]
Note that energy consumption in calculation unit is significant only in aggregation mode.

Otherwise it can be negligible.

時
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3.4。4 Clustering Mode

Let us assume that clusters are perfolllled in area θ(α )・
The Calculation of average energy

consumption in cluste五ng area θ(α),ユ ,iS giVen bdow.The numbers of H― node CHs and

L―node CHs are equaltoん ″andんL,respectively.Nodes'speciflcations are shown in Table 3.2.

Allthe CHs are unifo■ 111ly distributed in area θ(d).Therefore,amount of data for H― node cHs,

助 ,お 助 =鐸跨
帥d amOunt of data br L― node CHs凡 ,お 凡 =話 跨

.

CH perfo111ls 2 mttor Operations in the network.First,CH collects the sensing data from

sensor nodes in the cluster including CH itself. Then,it aggregates thenl and sends to sink by

multi― hop communication between CHs.Second,CH relays the trafnc fЮ m other CHs to sink.

Radius of clusters,ri=φ r〃 if H―node becomes a CH and r2=ψ rL if L―node becomes a

CH.CH node has to collectthe data from its own cluster and aggregate theⅡl before sending to

sink.If H― node becomes a CH,energy consumpdon forits own cluster process,1/缶 1,iS yffl=

訃 π(φr∬ )レ [(cR tt αCT″ )/b+C』 ,and if L¨ node becomes a CH,energy consumption for

its own cluster process,比 1,iS 41=L霧 昇 π(φrL)?pl(CR+α CTL)/b+e』・CH node hasto

relay the data from other CHs.If CH is a High―end CH node,y.2=ら (CR+θT〃 )ル and if

Cttis a Low― end CH node,比2=PL(eR+Cπ )/b・

The probability that a route consists of z number of High― end C)H nodes and ν number of

Low-9nd CH nodes,鳥
(″ ,ν),iS
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Щηの x7n¨ Q・ L¨%(力
)″ (力 )υ

, (3.3)

wttК ttα″=尤 (藉 +会)2_1,whenth 
Ю■e contts ofomy ngh_end CH nodes ln

the sarne manner9 fttα
"=π覆面(2rL~十 写惹)2_1,when theroute consists ofonly lLow―

end CH

node&Therefore,energy consumptton h dustering mode m area σc)ぉ ,
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Finally, from Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.2), we calculate the maximum d which satisfies the

E* 3 8".

3.5 Generalized Spatial Boundary Analysis Method for Wide

Area WSN

3.5.1 Network Model

In the proposed method, nodes placed near to sink perform the operation of a multi-hop net-

work (non-clustering zone) and nodes far away from sink perform clustering operation (Clus-

tering Zone). Before performing them, operation boundary for non-clustering zone must be

determined. Therefore, first we analyze the network and define the boundary for non-clustering

zone. Outside of that zone, we define as clustering zone. Next section explains the calcula-

tions of average energy consumption for a node in non-clustering zone; .E- when perform-

ing multi-hop communication in non-clustering zone and E" when clustering in non-clustering

zone. Then considering E,n I 8., we calculate the boundary function for non-clustering zone

B**hop which defines the area for non-clustering zone.

We assume that every node can be aware of its location information. It is a reasonable as-

sumption, since recent researches have proposed efficient methods to obtain the location infor-

mation with high accuracy. For example, [30] proposes to perceive both the anchors' positions

and neighbor node information by Neighbor Position-based Localization Algorithm that can

greatly enhance the positioning accuracy compared with conventional overlapping connectivity

localization algorithms. In addition, [45] proposed a method in which a probabilistic model of

wireless propagation characteristics in a real environment is constructed, and the node position

is estimated by maximum-likelihood estimation using the model.

3.5.2 Definition of the Boundarv Function

In our analytical method, we consider the physical network boundaries and location of the sink

to deflne the spatial boundary between clustering and non-clustering zones. We use Circular

Polar Coordinates (CPC) system and shift the origin of CPC to location of the sink. First, we
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θ2)

θl)

Eoundary Sensor node a
Approximate Eoundary Curve

Fisure 3.10: Network boundarv

gather the location details of random points on the physical network boundary. The coordinates

of the a arbitrary node i in the system is given by (ro,,d;), where 16 is the radial coordinate and

06 is the angular coordinate. Then, we manually divide the whole boundary into several sub-

boundaries by considering the characteristics of the total network area. Then, we apply Least

Squares Method (LSM) for arbitrary sub-boundary z and obtain the approximate equation of

sub-boundary function br. As shown in Fig. 3.10, we obtain ru sub-boundaries bo,bt, ...,b,.in

the range of 0 < 0 < 2n (00 : 0 in CPC). By combining all the sub-boundary functions, we

obtain boundary function shown in Eq. (3.5) in the range of 0 ( 0 < 2r. Each sub-boundary is

a curve segment, with fixed beginning and ending points defined by angular coordinates.

Boundary Function of the network is given by B(r,0).

bo(θ o≦ θ<θl)

bl(θ l≦ θ<め
)

β(r,θ)= (3.5)

51
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Conditions

o Sink must be located in the area encircled by the boundary or on the boundary which is

deflned by function B(r,0).

o An arbitrary line that goes through the sink must only have less than2 intersection points

with all the sub-boundaries in lE - IEe, where ts and lE6 ere defined as follows.

Let's assume that the arbitrary line going through the sink is -L : cy where 0 ( a < 2r.

And, IE is a set of all the sub-boundaries and B6 is a set of sub-boundaries that goes

through the sink.

lE : {bo, br,. .. ,b,.}

lEo : {bklbr € ts : andb6(0,0) : 0, where 0 < k I n},lEo C Band llE6l < 2

ltsol : 0: Sink is located in the area encircled by the boundary B(r,0).

Itsol : 1: Sink is located on one of the sub-boundaries in B.

llEol : 2: Sink is located on the intersection point of two sub-boundaries in lE.

When ltsol > 2, we cannot directly use our analytical method to compute the boundary func-

tion of the non-clustering zone. However, we use the concept of power line which is described

in Section 3.5.6 to obtain a approximate computable model of the network.

Indicator function for boundary

We use indicator function 16 which is shown in Eq. (3.6) to decide whether the given node is

inside the boundary B(r, d) or outside. For arbitrary node i at (ri,9;) is given by,

Ц%の ={|IⅧl:∬鑑北)

3。5。3 Hexagonal Elelllent Based Analydcal MOdel

(3.6)

In our previous research [46], we used circular elements to create a model for the network.

In this paper, we use hexagonal elements as shown in Fig. 3.11 to simplify the calculations.
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Figure 3.1 1: Hexagonal elemenls

'l'he main advantage of using C'PC with hcxagonal e:emt:nts is that methods usod to define the

boundary fbr non-clustering zone in Il6 of lhe network (0 < 0 < T 13 on CPC) are repeatable

fbr remaining 5 areas of the network. Therefbre, hereinafier we only consider the area 0 < 0 <

n l3 and finally rspeal the same methods lbr other art:as. In our model, we use 2 dillbrent types

of nodes which arc high-end nodes and low-end nodos. Spccifications of those nodcs are shown

in Table 3.3.
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Node expression and hop count

As shown in Fig. 3.1l, CPC of arbitrary node i is given by (r',, 0;), and
(\

(r',.Ii'): [-----;;;..,, f ,

\cosi', lr /
where,t : 0, 1,2,..,z, and &: *.
Minimum hop count r to sink (0,0) from (r,,0,) is, .r : r, (cos(6) +

'r'Hlt,ls - rs for high-end nodes, ru/rls : r'r for low-end nodes, and

mum number of hops in given distance.

I6(ri,01,) : I then,

雫 )ル聯 W陸К
7・ rF/ι/s=7・sおr lllaxi一
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Table 3.3:Dcscl・iDtiOn Of tllel■Dt10n 01 the Darametcrs

H-node L-node

Number of nodes ■ ∬ η 五

Communication range [m] r∬ 7・ 五

Sensing range[m] rs

Initial energy [J] b汀 わ上

Transmission power [W] CT〃 CTL

Receiving power lWl CR″
`澄

L

Calculation cost[J/bit] Cc Cr

Aggregation ratio
`γ

Dala transfer rate lkbpsl ρ ρ

Nlllnlber of the nodes ill givett area

By using Eq.(3.6),we calCulate the numbcr of thc nodcs within the given hop count iXl,2ヵ ,tO

X177...

For low―end nodes,

・・ じ れ 塩 ⊃
輩

″ン η基

九

(   ,等 ) 

餞

For high― cnd nodes,

・ ぶ 而助χπ∂ =.塑
η自

為
(面請 Ⅲ F,筆) ・

駒

Average nllmber of nodes inside a ciuster

lt is assulllcd that clustcr G)is Surounded by other 6 clusters.In θO,scnsor nodes that arc in

iast cdge of tllc ciuster also paltially bclong to othcr 6 clustcrs iocated around`10. Therefore,

total average nulllber ol)nodcs inside thc cluster 17σ with clustedng radius 7・σ=ブγ's iS Cqual to,

7で (.')=6(1+2+3+.… +J-1)+;× 6=6(プ ー 1)プ/2+`× 6,

燿,(,(プ )=3,2.

Cluster radius 7・ c ftDr CH is,7で =・
等≠・For Low― cnd node CH,ブ =7・λ/ャ

/7rs and fOr High―cnd
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node CH,プ =r″ /νξrs.

3.5.4  Spatial Boundary fbr Homogeneous Networks

ln homogeneous networks,we use single type of sensor nodes.Let's assllme that only L― nodes

are in the network.Speciflcadons ofthose nodes are shown in Table 3.3.

By using Eq。 (3.6),we calCulate the number of the nodes ηLwithin the given hop count

,(m`π to」Xπαπ.

Next,we calculate the average number of nodes inside a clusten As mentioned in Section

3.5.3,total average number of nodes inside the cluster equals to η。=3(号 )2.

We assume that non― clustenng zone is in the area of hop χ = l tO″ b whereas cluster―

ing zone is"=zbto X」 ′Ax,where,in arbitrary point(rt,a)in o≦ Q<π /3,XνAx=
鶴α″卜が・為幌,a月 .

First,we calculate the total amount of data generated in clustellng zoneo We assume that

eVery nOde generaCs pレ bづ司 Of data.Tlen,amOunt ofdata genertted in singe cluster鳥 施stel iS

ftιust(″ = ([争
:」

2_+1)α
p・ Therefore,total alnount of data generated in clustering zonc Pczme

iS ttzme=鳥施ster× ηL(″ら,XPfAx)。

For inulti― hop communications in non― clustenng zone,nodes does not aggregate the data.

Each node in the route has to relay the data fronl clustenng area in addition to sending its own

p packets of data to sinko Since non― clustering zone is in the area of hop"== l to″ b,average

energy consumpdon亜 為 is,
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Em=Σ
](ρ

三
≒芦

撃
(CR五 十 CTD十 ρpeT五″

瓢"刊いル→
(3.9)

Note that energy consumption in calculation unit is significant only in aggregation mode.

Otherwise it can be negligible.

Then, we calculate the average energy consumption for clustering in non-clustering zone.

Average energy consumption of a single node when performing clustering operation in non-
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(3.10)

(3.11)

clustering zone Ecrs)

島=Ё
(ρ

旦智笙。RL+鉾⊃+ρえれダ″gπ″

車 ρ鳥 施1″。
_⇒

。RL+CTLう
満

・

Finalltt from Eq。 (3。9)and Eq。 (3.10),We calculate the maximum χb which satisnes the

Em≦ 亜
'c and add the equation of″

b to the boundary function of non― clustering 7one Bm_ん。p

in iange O≦ θ<π/3.By repeating the same procedure,we can calculat the other 5 factors of

the Bれ _んのin range π/3≦ θ<2π .

3.5.5 Spatial Boundary for IIeterogeneous Networks

We assumethat non― clustenng zone is in the area of hop″ ==l to″ b whereas cluste五 ng zone is

χ=等 b為 ・In arbiiary pdm幌 ,θめ,為 =「鶴響 l andム幌 ,の =L

First,we calculate the total arnount of data generated in clustenng zoneo We assume that

every node generates pレ bj」 Of data.Then,alnount of data generated in single cluster鳥 施ster

おろ。“び=(3[荒」2+ぅ 叩.Therefo中∝d amOu面 of dtta generated h dttcdng zone

島z∽el助z∽e=ろぃたr× η〃
(「管 ],為

)・

F6鳥 multi¨ hop communication in non― Cluste五 ng zone,we assume that non… clustering zone

only contains low¨ end nodes and does not aggregate the data,Each node in the route has to

relay the data from cluste五 ng area and also sends its own p packets of data to sink. Since

non―clustenng zone is in the area of hop"=l to″ b,average energy consumption Eれ is,

E鶴 =を
 (ρ

三≧

場
子・ (CttL+CTL)

+ρpeTL″ 十 α∝″-1)(CRL+eTL))η
L(1,″ b)・

Note that energy consumption in calculation unit is signiflcant only in aggregation mode.

Otherwise it can be negligible.

Then, we calculate the average energy consumption for clustering in non-clustering zone.

For this calculation, we assume that non-clustering zone contains high-end nodes and low-end

nodes. Therefore, average energy consumption of a single node when performing clustering

operation in non-clustering zone E"is,
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(3.12)

* Jt[""1u",r,(r: * 1) {t:p1.1, i'f ))
),,,11.,r) tt11tl.l;;)l

Finally, from Eq. (3.11) and Eq. (3.:2), we calculate lhe maximlrrr.r1, which satislics thc

8,,,. { E. and add the equation of 16 to the boundary function of non-clusledng zone R,,, 1,,,,,,

in range 0 < 0 < n ll1. By repeating the same melhods, we can calculate the olher 5 factors ol'

the Brrr i,,rp in range rf3 <1 0 < 2r.

3.5.6 Extension for Non-computable Network Topologies

When 18,,1 > 2, we cannot directly compute the spalial boundary of the non-clustering zonc.

Fig. 3.12 shows an example of non-computable nelwork topology. Line segments AS, BS,

and CS have l, 3, and 3 intersection points with bouldary function, respectively. According to

the conditions of the boundary function, the area colored in gray cannot be included inlo ths

computation. Therefbre, we assurl-re that equivalent amount of data frorn gray area is generaled

on line segnrenl DB narned power Iine. Then, we calculate the total amounl of dat:r generatecl

in the gray area and consider it when we calculale the boundary of the non-clustenng zone in

l/6 of the nelwork which includes the power line.

3.6 Performance Evaluation

3.6.1 Simplified Spatial Boundary Analysis Method

We evalnated the petformance of our proposed method via network simulator ns-2 [47] and

observed the pcrcentage of alive nodes as a perlbnrjance measure . l)cfinition ol'a alive node is

a node which is able to send the sensed data to the sink successfullv. Therefbre" disconnected

nodes are not considered as alive nodes.

Every sensor node generate the data in lteration of 20 minutes. However, every node have a

random back off time of maximum I minutes belore process the sensed dnta ;rnd prepare them
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回 Sink I Non-analysisarea

Figure 3.12: Power line

Table 3.4:Node ifications fo ulati.4:fヽ 00e SpeCincatlons lor sllnulatlons

H-node L-node

Number of nodes 18 180

Communication range [m] 30 12

Initial energy [Il 43.55 5.67

Aggregation ratio 0.11 0.11

Data rate [kbps] 250 250

Calculation cost [J/byte] 2.73× 10~6 2.73× 10~6

for transmission. We used S-MAC protocol as MAC protocol. S-MAC codes are provided by

ns2 simulator. We used same setting for all the simulation experiments in this chapter.

In this simulation model, we set the node conflgurations using datasheet and information

provided by Crossbow [48]. Total network area was set to a circle with radius R : 80[rn],

clustering factor was @ : 0.75. Other node specifications were shown in Table 3.4.

According to those node specifications, the radius of the non-clustering zone d became

38.07[rn]. We conducted the performance evaluation in our proposed method and compared it

with clustering network which adapted the method described in [44] and multi-hop network.

Each simulation result is average over 50 different network topologies.



3.6. Performance Evaluation

The simulation result is shown in Fig. 3.13, which is alive node ratio in d:38.07[rn]. It

shows that the proposed method achieves to prolong the lifetime of WSN with heterogeneous

node types.

In addition, to evaluate the validity of our analysis model, we observed the alive node ratio

with different values of the radius of multi-hop area. In Fig. 3.14, "d * 0" means the case using

the value derived by our analysis. From the graph, "d + 0" outperforms other cases. In other

words, it proves that our analysis is valid.
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Figure 3.15: Residual energy when alive node Figure 3.16: Residual energy when alive node

ratio is reached to99.97o ratio is reached to8O7o

Wc also observed the residual energy of the nodes in certain alive node ratio pOints.When

the al市 e node ratio reached to 99.9%,80%,60%,we measurcd the号 鵠勢走離考ナ [%]fOr eaCh

nodes.「 Fhe simulation results for alive node ratio reached to 99.9%,809b,60%are shown in

Fig. 3.15,Fig. 3.16,and Fig. 3.17,respectively. Compared with cluste五 ng and multi― hop
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38=じ 88旱
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Figure 3.17: Residual energy when alive node ratio is reached to 60Vo

methods, the proposed method is able to maintain higher number of nodes with medium level

of residual energy and lower number of nodes with low level of residual energy. This result

confirms that our proposal method can maintain balanced energy consumption in the network.

In our next experiment, we increase the the number of high-end nodes to 60 and that of

the low-end nodes to 540. Other node specifications are same as in Table 3.4. We used two

topologies; topology I is shown in Fig. 3.18 and topology 2 in Fig. 3.19.

In our proposed method, we assume that total network area is circle and used the radius of

the circle r? to evaluate the spatial boundary for non-clustering zone. However, in topology I

and 2, we cannot obtain a direct value for the R. Therefore, we used two methods to obtain an

approximate vale for R.

Method I
We calculate the average distance from each node to sink and use it as R. In Figs. 3. l8 and

3.19, non-clustering zone calculated by the method 1 marked as R : NodeAug.. Also in Figs.

3.20 and 3.21, network lifetime marked as R : NodeAuq. for the method 1.

Method 2

We consider.R : mar{di,stance f romnodeito sink}, where nodeais an arbitrary node in

the network. In Figs. 3.18 and 3.19, non-clustering zone calculated by the method 2 marked as

R : Node-llfar. Also in Fies. 3.20 and 3.21, network lifetime marked as R : Node-Mar

for method 2.

Network lifetime for topology 1 and 2 are shown in Figs. 3.20 and 3.21, respectively. Each
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simulation result is average over 50 different node deployments.

't'----,

l

Figure 3.18: Topology 1

Figure 3.19: Topology 2

Figure 3.20: Network lifetime in topology I Figure 3.21: Network lifetime in topology 2

Through these experiments, it is verified that the proposed hybrid methods able to maintain

higher alive node ratio than that of the pure clustering and multi-hop methods in any network

topology.

3.6.2 Generalized Spatial Boundary Analysis Method

We evaluate the performance of the proposed method via network simulator ns-2 and observe

the percentage of alive nodes. Definition of an alive node is a node which is able to send the

sensed data to the sink successfully. Therefore, disconnected nodes are not considered as alive

nodes. Specifically, we compare it with those of total clustering and total multi-hop networks.

Each simulation result is averaged over 50 different node deployments in a given network topol-

ogy. In this simulation, we set the node configuration using datasheet and information provided
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′
Ilablc 3.5i S ca1loH、

H-node L-node

Communication range [ml 30 う
こ

Initial energy [J] 43.55 s.61

Calculation cost IJ/hitl 2.73 x 10 b 2"73 x 10 "

Aggregation ratio 0.25 0.25

Data transf-er rate fkbpsl 25$ 250

Sensing range lrn.l 3
０
つ

by Crossbow [48] and those values are shown in Table 3.5.

In our firsl experirncnl, we used helerogcneous nclwork. In this experiment, wc use 30 It-

nodes and 22il l,-nodcs. Node speci{icatitxs arc shown in'lable 3.-5. 'lirlal nclwork area is sct

to a circle with radius 1i - f)t;Irrr] and center(48,0), sink located at (0,0). By method mentioned

in Section 3.5.5. the boundary function of tolalnetwork area is B{r.0) : 1"t - 9fircos(fl - r)+

962 - 12.

According to those nodc speci{ications. thc boundary tunction o1'the non-clustcring zone

8,,, h',1, is shown in Eq. (3.13). We conducl the perlorrnance evaluation in the proposed rnethod

and compare it with clustedng network which adopts the method described in f441, and total

multi-hop network.

nodcshcOf

B ll 1,,,4, '

Llt24.0). (36."13)l ( 0 < () < xlis)

,f (36, r/3), (,18, 2r l3)] ( "13 S 0 < 2r lil)

,:(48, 2r l:t). (6t), n)l { 2n l:3 < 0 < r)

t[(60, r)" (a8. 4r l3)] ( r < {) <, ,tr l3)

I,f (,18, ar/3). {36. 5rl3)l { ,1r l:3 < 0 <. t:r f i})

rf (36, 5;r/3), (2a. 2r)l ( 5r lt: < A < 2ir)

(3.13)

The simulation result, shown in Fig. 3.22 indicales the alive node ralio of the WSN. It

shows that the proposed method achieves to prolong the lifetime of WSN with heterogeneous

node types fbr longest time compared to the other methods.

In our second and third experiment. we used topologies with inegular network boundaries.
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Figure 3.22: Simulation results in heteroge- Figure 3.23: Simulation results in homoge-
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Figure 3.24: Simulation model I Figure 3.25: Simulation model 2
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Figure 3.29: Alive node ratio on model 3 Figure 3.30: Alive node ratio on model 3

topology I topology 2

For our second experiment, we used topology shown in Fig. 3.24 and topology shown in Fig.

3.25 used in third experiment. Figs. 3.24 and 3.25 also show the shape of the boundary functions

on corresponding network topologies. In these experiments, we used 60 H-nodes and 540 L-

nodes.

Sink is located on the edge of the network in simulation model 1 shown in Fig. 3.24.

Comparing with the simulation model 2 in Fig. 3.25, simulation model I has uniform relay

traffic from wide side on the network. Simulation model2 is a nanow long network and sink is

located on the center of the network. However, the relay traffic from the horizontal direction is

much larger than that of the vertical direction. In order to handle such relay traffic, the proposed

method forms a naffow long non-clustering zone around the sink. This indicates the accuracy

of analytical method to estimate the optimal spatial boundary for non-clustering zone around

cuζ
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。鸞:::…….|
l,,4urt fcp

nctwork boundancs、 Also,Fig.3.31 shows thc same silll―   堀 801

ulation results as Fig.3.26 with averagc takcll by 500  豊 701

simulation samples. From there graphs, pa:tialized traf-

Iic patterns in sirnulation rnodel 2 shortcncd the network

lif'etime compared with simulation model l. Overall re-

T,,)e thi

sult, however, shows that the proposed methocl achieves Figure 3'31: Alive node ratio on

to prolong the lilc:ime of wSN with freterogeneous nocle model I with 500 sa:rrples

types fbr longest time compared to the other methods.

In addition to our second experimenl, we evaluated the perlor:nance o1'hon:ogeneous nel-

work on topology shown in Fig. 3.24. However, the shape of :he boundary lunction was a

different onc lrom the one in Irig. 3.24. We usctl 600 singlc typc ol nodcs antl specificalions

are show:r under L-node column in Table 3.5. We derived the boundary lunclion hy usine the

rnethod mentioned in Section 3.5.4.

The simulation result, shown in Fig. 3.23, indicates the alive node :"atio as a function of

elapsed tirne. It shows that the proposed n-rethod achieves to proiong the lifetime o1'WSN with

homogeneous node types for longest lime compared with pure clustering [44] or pure multi-hop

melhods. llowevcr, superiority ol lhc helcrogcneou$ network sccnario is rnorc significant than

in homogeneous network scenario.

ln our l'oflh and lilih experimenls. wc evalualc the validity o1'powcr linc concept describcrl

in Section 3.5.6. We used two topologies; topology I and topology 2 in Fig. 3.28. In these

experiments, we used 60 X-nodes and 540 L-nodes. Alive node ratio of the topology I and

topology 2 is shown in Figs. 3.29 and 3.30 respectively.

In topology I and topology 2 in Fig. 3.28, we cannot direclly compute the spatial boundary

of the non-clusiering zone. Therefore , we used the power lile concept to e stimate the optimal

spatial boundary fbr the non-clustedng zone. Proposed method with :he power line concept

indicates the higher alive node ratio than that of the total clustering and total multi-hop networks.

Through all the simulation results shown above indicate that lhe proposed method achieves
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the sink.

The simulation result, shown in Figs. 3.76 and 3.21

indicates the alive node ralio of the WSN with irresular 90 1
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to prolong the lil'etime of WSN with

time compared to the other methods.

Chapler j. Ilyhritl Rcrufing Method lbr Wircle.s^s Sen.sor-Nelworfts

homogeneous or heterogeneous node types for longest

3.7 Conclusion

In this paper, in order to prolong the lifetime of heterogeneous WSNs, we proposed a robust

hybrid routing method which adaptively combines clustering and multi-hop communication

methods.

We described the network model and nalhomalical analysis method to define the optirlal

area of the non-clustering zone. Then, we explained inler-clusler, intra-cluster rcuting meth-

ods and routing in the boundary of non-cluglering zone and clustering zone. Fu{hermore, we

showed the excellent perfbrmamce of our proposed method compared with pure clustenng net-

work and multi-hop nclwork. In addition, we lluclualcd the radius o1'rnulti-hop alea to con{irm

robustness of the proposed method.

The proposed method has lhe similar network topology with UC when UC has size I clusters

(cluster with a I node) near to lhe sink. However, UC perfotms a single hop non-clustering

zone and it may not be the optimal size of non-clustering zone for each and every network.

liurthermore. U(l is designcd lbr homogcncous WSNs and it has no clllcient way lo usc thc

advantage of the node's pedormance heterogeneity. On the other hand, the proposed method

provides the optirnal area 1br the non-clustering zonc by considering the specifications of the

nodes and the characteristics of the neiworked like auter bounda:y and location of the sink.

'l'he proposed nrethod cllicieltly avoids thc non-unilorm encrgy consurrrplion around lhe sink

in heterogeneous WSNs.



Chapter 4

Dynamic Reconfiguration of Spatial

Boundary

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we propose a dynamic reconfiguration method for the proposed spatial boundary

of clustering non-clustering hybrid routing method. In the proposed methods in chapter 3, we

assumed that nodes were uniformly distributed in the network. However, in practical networks

nodes are deployed in a non-uniform manner. In addition, the residual power of each node

decreases with time elapsing. Therefore, pre-defined spatial boundary is not optimal for all

practical networks. Moreover, in this method sensor nodes near to the spatial boundary tend to

have higher data relay traffic. Therefore, as the network time elapsed, the pre-defined spatial

boundary should be reconfigured. In this chapter we propose to dynamically re-define the spatial

boundary by considering the variance of the residual energy of a boundary node and its adjacent

nodes. Simulation results show that our method increases network lifetime in comparison to the

existing method with static boundary.

+.2 Related \lork

As we introduced in previous section, CHs around the sink have high relay traffic. Due to

that traffic, those nodes consume more energy than the other CHs. Increasing the low residual
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energy nodes around sink shortens the network lifetime. Therefore, our previous method [46],

we focused on load balancins around sink in order to reduce the number of nodes with low

residual energy.

We assumed that every node can be aware of its location information. It is a reasonable

assumption, since recent researches have proposed efficient methods to obtain the location in-

formation with high accuracy.

In the proposed method, nodes placed near to sink perform the operation of a non-clustering

network (Non-clustering zone) and nodes far away from sink perform clustering operation

(Clustering Zone). Before performing them, operation boundary for non-clustering zone must

be determined. Therefore, first we analyzed the network and deflned the boundary for non-

clustering zone. Outside of that zone, we define as clustering zone. First, we calculate the

average energy consumption for a node in non-clusteringzone; E,nwhenperforming multi-hop

communication in non-clusteringzone and E" when clustering in non-clustering zone. Then

considering E* 1 E", we calculate the boundary function for non-clustering zone B,n-1r*

which defines the spatial boundary between non-clustering and clustering zones.

First, the boundary function of non-clustering zone B,n-1r* is determined by using the

method explained in above. Then, sink broadcasts the information to network. Each node

in the network enables to receive the message including the boundary information and evalu-

ates whether it is in the non-clustering zone or clustering zone upon its location information and

B*-hop.Then, the nodes in the clustering zone form clusters by using the method explained

in l44l and forward the data to non-clustering zone. When nodes in the non-clustering zone

receive the data, they forward the data to the sink by using multi-hop communication. Further-

more, CH which is able to directly communicate with nodes in non-clustering zone is referred

to as Boundary CH (BCH). Also, inside the non-clustering zone,a node which is on the edge

of the non-clustering zone is referred as boundary node. Each BCH manages a list of next hop

nodes located in non-clustering zone and assigns a probability in proportion to residual energy

divided by initial energy to each node. When BCH forwards the data to non-clustering zone, it

selects a next node according to this probability.

We conducted simulation experiments to study the behavior of the static spatial boundary

method in [46]. In this experiment, we randomly deployed 180low-end nodes and20 high-end
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Figure 4.1: Energy distribution on hybrid network at 135[h]

nodes into 60[rn] x 60[rn] area. Specifications of those nodes are shown in Table4.1. Fig. 4.1

shows the residual energy distribution of the network in network time at 150[h]. Bright areas

represent the high residual energy and dark areas represent low residual energy. Through per-

formance evaluation, it is verified that our proposed hybrid method increases network lifetime

by l5o7o and 60Vo more than that of the non-clustering and, clustering respectively in heteroge-

neous networks.

In this method, we assumed that nodes are uniformly distributed in the network. However,

in practical networks nodes are deployed in a non-uniform manner. In addition, the residual

power of each node decreases with time elapsed. Therefore, pre-defined spatial boundary not

be the optimal for all practical networks. Moreover, in this method sensor nodes near to the

spatial boundary tends to has higher data relay traffic. In Fig. 4.1, dense dark spots near to the

spatial boundary are the boundary nodes which relay the data from the clustering zone to non-

clustering zone. Those nodes residual energy become critical as the network time elapse due

to high relay traffic. Therefore, as the network time elapsed, the pre-defined spatial boundary

should be reconfigured.

4.3 Dynamic Reconfiguration of Spatial Boundary

As we introduced in previous section, nodes around the spatial boundary have high relay traffic.

Due to that traffic, those nodes consume more energy than the nodes in the non-clustering zone.

Increasing the low residual energy nodes around spatial boundary shortens the network lifetime.

Also, pre-defined spatial boundary not be the optimal for all practical networks. Therefore,
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in this chapter we proposc to dynamically re-dcfine lhe spatial bouldary by considering the

variance of the residual energy of a boundary node and its adjacent nodes.

We assume that every node can be aware o1-its location information. It is a :easonable as-

sumption. since recent researches have proposed ollicient methods to obtain lhe location infor-

mation with high accuracy. For example, f30l proposes to perceive both the anchors' positions

and neighbor node information by Neighbor Position-based Localization Algorithm that can

greatly enhance the positioning accuracy compared with conventional overlapping connectivity

localization algorithms. ln addition, 1451, proposed a method in which a probabilistic model ol'

wireless propagation characteristics in a real environnent is constructed, and the node posilion

is estimated by maximum-likelihood estimation using the model.

At first, we use hybrid rouling rncthod explained in 1461 lo creatc WSN.ln this research we

focus on heterogeneous WSN. In this Nodes placed near to sink perform the operation of a

non-clustering network (non-clustering zone) and nodes far away from sink pedonl clustering

operation (Clustering Zone). We assume that afier the time Tstutic from the network stafi, dy-

namic spatial boundary nechanism will starl. We also assume that, every node keeps a record

of average amount of data relay per one iteration (4) and the probability of get selected as a

relay node(i:1) in one iteration.

4.3.1 Variance of Jhe Residual Energy

We tbcus on a single houndary node along the spatial boundary. Example of :he focused bou:rcl-

ary node and its adjacent nodes are shown in Fig. 4.2. Inside the non-clustering zone, nodes

which are on the edge of the non-cluslering zone is ref-erred as boundary nodes. We lbcus on

of the boundary nodes rr3 ils shown in Fig. 4.2. Node nr,,1.r1,,,.2.....,tIt,t.i are all the nodes in the

non-cluslering zone which are able to di:ect1y communicate with /lp except the other boundary

nodes. Node n..1 and n,.2 are the adjacent nodes of rr13 in the clustering zr)ne.

Let lf denote the set of these nOdes where .iV : {n,r, 1 .l1r,r2....,tlrr,,i. n,,.1 .,n.,,2}. We define the

area which covered hy all the nodes in l{ as region of n,1; rcpresenl wilh thc notilicatiot -R,,,u.

In Fig. 4.2. R,,,, is indicated by broken lines.

When the nelwork time is 7'ot,ti", node rtys calcrlales the variance of the resiclual energy
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ratio in the region R,". Also, nt (nt € l/) is an arbitrary node in the region

node in the set.A/.
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Figure 4.2: Boundary node and its region

R*, and ith row

(4.1)硫B=出薯幌―%ア・
| ,n/ | is the number of nodes in set ly' and Ei is ratio of the residual energy to initial energy

of the node rq. Average residual energy of the nodes in set l/ is Eoun. and o2n, in Eq. (4.1) is

the variance ofthe residual energy ofthe region R,".

Also, node nB requests to its adjacent nodes to calculate the variance of residual energy of

.their own regions and report back to node n6. However, other boundary nodes adjacent with

node n6 are not considered as adjacent nodes ofnode np.

4.3.2 Handing Over the Role of Boundary Node

Node n6 considers the variance of the residual energy that acquired from adjacent nodes to

select the best node to hand over the role as a boundary node. As described in 4.2, the non-

clustering zone, residual energy of the one hop away nodes are used to probabilistically select

the next hop. Therefore, region which consist of nodes with similar residual energy levels

should have more data rclay traffic for load balancing. As a result, tode ns hand over its role

Non-clusterlng zone spatial boundary
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as a boundaEy with nodc、 vhich has the rcgion、 vith lo、vest va‖ ance of residual energy. Whcn

node規′B has handed ovcrthc rolc as a boundav nodc,nodc η3 assigncd to clustc五 ng zonc or

non― clustcring zonc.

For cxamplc,in Fig.4.2,if nodeれ β dccidcs to hand overits rolc as a boundar/nOdC tO node

■,7.1,then node ηB is assigned to cluste減 ng zonc and bccomes a rncmber ofthe optilnal cluster

by following the lllethod in[44]. In addition,■ ,.l becomes a neⅥ /boundaw node. If node nB

dccides to hand over its rolc as a boundaly node to nodc 71cl,then the nodc 173 assign to thc

non― clustcl‐ ing zonc and follo、 v tllc multi― hop routing inethod dcsc菫 bed in previous scction.In

addition,node■こl is icft fl・ om thc clustc五 ng zone,join with non― clustel・ing zonc.Then,node

ηcl becomcs a new boundaw node.

Whcn nodc■ B has selectcd the optilnal nodc for hand over thc rolc ofthe boundav nodc,

itinforms the value of σttB lo thC SClccted node.

Next,nc、vly selected boundat/node cstirllatcs the llulllber of iterations tili the next boundaly

nodc rcconli8uration proccss. Evcry llodc kccps a rccord of avcrage arnounl of data rclay pcr

onc itcration(烏 )and the probability of be selected as a rclay node(た J)in Onc itcration.Newiy

selected boundaly nodc obtains those illforlllation and uses thelll to estimate the vaHance of the

rcsidual cncrgy of thc rcgion after f numbcr ofitcratlons.

Nodcsin thc rcgion 、ゝB can bC Catcgo五 zcd as nodcsin the non― clustc五 ng zonc and nodesin

thc cluste五 ng zone.For nodcs in thc cluste● ng zone,thosc llodes are in thc cdge of the clustcr

and only have to send thc scnsed data to CH.TheК おК,おraaめitraw nodeブ ,reSidual cncrgy

ra載 0可 atcr fれ eralon is,

trti - Ei * IrtPt'." (4.2)

E; is the cunent residual energy and o is the data transfer rate, p rs the size of the single data

packet and r 7 is the energy consumption per transmilting a packet.

For the nodes in the non-clustering zone has to send the sensed data to sink and relay the

dala trallic liom cluslering zone to sink. l'herelirre, for arbitrary nodc n;, residual energy ratio

Lf al'ter / iteration is.

rj : t',- 1,t1,, t - tA',P,tr(t 11 -, r) (4.3)
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η,,烏 andた J mcans arbit戯 7 nodc,avcrage aFl10unt of data rday per onc iteration and

probability of get selected as a relay node in one itcratio褻 ,Icspectively, cR is the energy con…

sulllption per rccciving a packct.By using Eqs.(4.2)and(4.3),nodC estimates thc val・ iancc of

the residual cncrgy σtt OfthC rcgion aftcr√ itcrations.Thcn,thc cstilllated σtt iS COlllpared with

σlB and dCtCrIIlines thc lllaximum f for σ;≦ τσttB.

AFter a node completes the role of the boundai5/node for f iterations,it stans thc prOccss

fron■ scction4.3.l to select a nev/node to hand ovcrthc role ofthe boundav node.

In orderto sclcct a bestllode to hand overtllc rOle as a boundaw nodc,nodc has to exchange

the rcsidual encrgy inお rmation bctween attaccnt nOdes.Howcvct SiZC Of thc control data

packct、vhich use to exchange the residual cnergy inforlllatioll arc lllLICh Sillaller than thc sizc of

thc actual data packet.Funhel‐llnore,the control packet exchallge occurs only whcn a boundav

nodc、vants to handing ovcr tllc rolc of bollndaw nodc tO another nodc. Therefore, energy

consullllption for contr()l packct cxchangc is not significant.

4.4 PerformanceXvaluaJion

'lable 4.1: Specilicatiols of the nodes

H-node L-node

Communication range [m] 30 つ
４

Initial energy [J] 43.55 5.67

Calculation cost〔 J/bit] 273× l13~6 2.73 × 10 6

Aggregation ratio 0.25 0.25

Data transfer rate [kbps] 2_50 250

Sensing range [m] 3 3

We evaluated the performance of the proposed method via network simulator ns-2 and ob-

served the percentage of alive nodes. Definition of a alive node is a node which is able to send

the sensed data to the sink successfully. Therefore, disconnected nodes are not considered as

alive nodes. Specilically, we compare it with those of tolal clustering and total non-clustering

networks and hybrid routing method f461. Each simulation result is averaged over 50 different
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node deployments in a given network topology.

Every sensor node generate the data in iteration of 20 minutes. However, every node have a

random back off time of maximum I minutes before process the sensed data and prepare them

for transmission. We used S-MAC protocol as MAC protocol. S-MAC codes are provided

by ns2 simulator. We used same setting for all the simulation experiments in this chapter. In

this simulation, we set the node configuration using datasheet and information provided by

Crossbow [48].

In our simulation experiment, we used heterogeneous network. In this experiment, we used

49 H-nodes and 400 L-nodes. Node specif,cations are shown in Table 4.1. Total network area

is 100[rn] x 100[rn], sink located at center of the topology. We assumed, sensing range is circle

with 3[zn] radius of for both H-nodes and L-nodes. Time till start the dynamic configuration

Tstatic is set to 100[h].
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Figure 4.7: Simulation model I
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Figure 4.8: Alive node ratio in simulation

model l

The simulation result, shown in Fig. 4.3 indicates the alive node ratio as a function of

elapsed time. It shows that the proposed method achieves to prolong the lifetime of sensor

network with heterogeneous node types for longest time compared to the other methods.

For further study, we examined a one sample of the above 50 simulations and visualized the

distribution of the residual energy ratio. Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 shows the distribution of the residual

energy ratio in hybrid routing method with static spatial boundary (without dynamic reconfig-

uration) and the hybrid routing method with dynamic reconfiguration of spatial boundary in

network time at 300[h], respectively. Bright areas represent the high residual energy and dark

areas represent low residual energy.

In Fig. 4.5, dark spots near to the spatial boundary are the boundary nodes which relay

the data from the clustering zone to non-clustering zone. Those nodes residual energy become

critical as the network time elapse due to high relay traffic. On the other hand, in Fig. 4.6 shows

that proposed method has no darker spots near to spatial boundary.

In our next experiment, we used topology with irregular network boundaries as shown in

Fig. 4.7. Fig. 4.7 also show the shape of the boundary functions on corresponding network

topology. In this experiments, we used 60 H-nodes and 540 L-nodes.

Sink is located on the edge of the network in simulation model I shown in Fig. 4.7 and

Fig. 4.4 shows the same simulation results with average of 500 samples. Simulation model I

has uniform relay trafflc from wide side on the network. However, the relay traffic from the

horizontal direction is much larger than that of the vertical direction. In order to handle such
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relay trafhc, the proposed method lorms a narrow long non-clustering zone around the sink.

?he simulation result, shown in Fig. 4.8 indicates the alive node ratio of the WSN with

irregular network boundaries. According to the alive node ratio shown in Fig. 4.8, until the net-

work time reaches to 500|h], the proposed method and hybrid routing method with static spatial

boundary have only a slight different between alive node ratios. Howevel when after the alive

node ratio dropped below the gAVa (at about 5001h]), the proposed method ables to maintain

much higher alive node ration than the hybrid routing method with static spatial boundary. This

result shows that our proposed method is more effective for extend the network lifetime in low

alive node ratio situations.

Overall result, however, shows that the proposed method achieves to prolong the lifetime of

sensor network with heterogeneous node types for longest time compared to the other methods.

The simulation result, shown above indicates that the proposed method achieves to well

distribuled relay lrallic load by dynamic re-conliguring the spatial boundary.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, in order to maximize the network lifetime of WSN, we introduced a new

dynarnic recolfiguration method for spatial boundary in clustering and non-clustering hybrid

WSN.

We described the dynamic reconfiguration of the spatial boundary by considering the vari-

ance of the residual energy of the boundary node and its adjacent nodes. Then, we descnbed

the melhod of handing over the role of a boundary node to adjacen: node. Furlhermore, we

evaluated the performance of the proposed method and compared it wi:h hybrid nelwork with

stalic spatial boundary, clustering network and non-cluslering network.

As a future work, we enhance the proposed method by considering the effect of dynamic

changes of adjacent boundary nodes.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

This dissertation has studied an adaptive routing protocol for heterogeneous wSNs.

In recent years, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) which consists of a large number of sen-

sor nodes having wireless communication and self-organizing capability receives much atten-

tion. Sensor nodes are tiny, battery powered modules with limited on-board processing, storage

and radio capabilities. Sensor nodes sense and send their data toward a central processing center

which is called "sink" by creating self-organized network. Those nodes are powered by embed-

ded batteries and replacement of those batteries is a very difficult process once those nodes have

been deployed. Therefore, the design ofprotocols and applications for such networks has to be

energy awars in order to prolong the lifetime of the network.

In order to prolong the network life time, this dissertation proposes an adaptive routing pro-

tocol for heterogeneous WSNs. First, we address the proposed clustering routing method and

non-clustering routing method for heterogeneous WSNs. Proposed clustering method success-

fully avoid non-uniform energy consumption around CHs and extend the network lifetime in

wide area WSNs by selecting the cluster heads considering not only transmission power and

residual energy of each node but also those of its adjacent nodes. On the other hand, pro-

posed non-clustering method extend the network lifetime in small area WSNs by considering

the residual energy of the nodes to select the optimal path for source to destination. Then, in

order to avoid non-uniform energy consumption around the sink, we presets the proposed hy-

brid routing method which adaptivd combined clustering and non-clustering communication

methods. In proposed hybrid routing method, we proposed a analysis method which can flexi-
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bly include the constraints on the physical network boundaries and location of the sink to define

the spatial boundary between clustering and non-clustering zones. Next, to responds to dynamic

changes in the practical networks, we presents the proposed network reconfigure method which

dynamically re-define the spatial boundary by considering tho variance of the residual energy

of a boundary node and its adjacent nodes.

Chapter 2 presented clustering and non-clustering routing methods for heterogeneous WSNs.

First, we discussed some related works and introduce you to two existing clustering methods for

heterogeneous WSNs, which were HEED (Hybrid Energy-Efficient Distributed clustering) and

CC (Chessboard Clustering) and two existing non-clustering routing protocols which were Ad

hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) and the Dynamic Source Routing(DSR) protocol.

Then, we presented our proposed clustering and non-clustering methods for WSNs. Proposed

clustering method, selects Cluster Heads (CH) considering not only the performance of a cer-

tain node but also that of its adjacent node. The proposed non-clustering method is extension

for DSR protocol and residual energy of nodes in the path are taken under consideration when

select a optimal path between source and destination. In addition, proposed clustering and

non-clustering methods had no limitations on the number of node types that can use to crate a

WSN.

Through the simulation experiments, we verified that smaller number of classes C is better

for the first half of the network lifetime and larger C is better for the second half of the lifetime..

Simulation results show that the proposed clustering method is able to increase the network

lifetime by 80Vo and 6O7o more than that of the CC and HEED, respectively in heterogeneous

environment and achieve much higher performance than that in homogeneous environment.

Also, simulation results show that the proposed clustering method achieves more than lOVo of

coverage than that of CC even in such a CC favorable environment. Through all the performance

evaluation, it is verifled that our proposed clustering method increases network lifetime than

CC and HEED, in heterogeneous networks. Moreover, even in a homogeneous network, the

proposed method has almost the same performance as IIEED. It is a useful feature for practical

use.

Chapter 3 proposed a robust clustering non-clustering hybrid routing method for hetero-

geneous WSN which adaptively combines clustering and multi-hop communication methods.
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Most of conventional routing methods for WSN are optimized for a specific applications. In

order to study the energy consumption and traffic patterns around sink and study about efficient

bode placement around the Sink, we conducted several preliminary simulation experiments. In

the proposed method, however, we considered the speciflcations of the nodes and the character-

istics of the networked like outer boundary and location of the sink instead of characteristics of

an application to optimize the WSN. Therefore, the proposed method can be easily applied to

general-purpose WSN with multiple sensor applications. Also in chapter 3, we proposed sim-

plified spatial boundary analysis method for small area WSN and generalized spatial boundary

analysis method for wide area WSN. In order to calculate the optimal spatial boundary in non-

computable networks, we introduced the power line concept. Through the simulation experi-

ments, we verified that the proposed hybrid methods able to maintain higher alive node ratio

than that of the pure clustering and multi-hop methods in any network topology.

Chapter 4 proposed the dynamic reconfiguration method of spatial boundary of clustering

non-clustering hybrid routing method. In our proposed methods in chapter 3, we assumed that

nodes were uniformly distributed in the network. However, in practical networks nodes are

deployed in a non-uniform manner. In addition, the residual power of each node decreases

with time elapsing. Therefore, pre-defined spatial boundary is not the optimal for all practical

networks. Moreover, in this method sensor nodes near to the spatial boundary tends to has

higher datarelay traffic. Therefore, as the network time elapsed, the pre-defined spatial bound-

ary should be reconfigured. The proposed method considers the variance ofthe residual energy

of a boundary node and its adjacent nodes. Simulation results show that our method increases

network lifetime in comparison the existing method with static boundary.
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Appendices

A.L Proof of Lemma 1
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Proof:

Assume that all the sensor nodes are within an area of a circle with radius d, d > r. The trans-

mission range of each mobile station is r. Denote the graph generated by connecting all pairs

of vertices within each others' transmission range as G; that is, two vertices are connected if

and only if their geographic distance is less than or equal to 1. Then an upper bound for the

diameter of G is,ffi (i * rt)' - 1. In other words, it takes maximum ffi (* * rt)' - ,
hops necessary to deliver a packet from a source to a destination.

Let D be the diameter of the graph G. Choose two vertices LL, 'u such that the distance in

G between u and u, d6(u,u), ts D; that is, dc(u,a) : D. Then there exist distinct vertices

ua,I . i < D * l suchthat,

u : uL # u2 # ue s ... # uO # lJpa1 : 11

isashortestpathof lengthDbetween uandu-l-etusdefineasetl : {ut: i isodd}. Thenthe

size of 1, denoted by | / l, is f(D + L) l2l. Then 1 becomes an independent set of vertices.

Claim 1 : 1 is an independent set of vertices in graph G.
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Suppose that I is not an independent set; that is, there exists at least one edge between

some pair of vertices in 1. Without loss of generality, we assume that there are two vertices

lrzj+t,u21,41in 1 such that j < k and uzj+t Q u2k+L.By the definition of .I, the two vertices

are on the shortest path from u to u. Then the shortest path can be represented as,

写 =%1〈→・…υ勾 ←〉し2′+1〈→ 鶴2λ+1〈→ し2λ+2-・ <→ %D+1==υ

The length of this path,as represented,is D― I(2た +1)― (2ブ +1)]+1=D+2プ ー2た +1.

It is less than D.Ths contradicts to αc(し ,υ)=D.Thereforc,there is no edge between any

pail of vertices in f;in other words,f is an independent setin(3.By CJai“ f and deinition of

θ,wc have CJα jz 2.

C'Jα jηo 2:The geographic distance between any pair of vertices in f is larger than 2r.

Then,for each vertex鶴 じ∈I,we deine a circle a With a center at%t and with a radius of

rs.By cJαれ 2,two circles島 ,現 are dittdntifJ≠ た.BCCause dl the vertices in f are covered

by the circle θ(α),all the dittoint Circles a(tis odd)can be COVered by a larger circle named

σ(α +rs),WhiCh has the same center as the circle θ(α)and has a radius 6f α+rs where rs

is sensing radius of the nodeo Now we can relate this diameter problelln to the circle packing

problem,that is,hoW to effect市 ely pack these non― overlapping circles a(づ is odd)aS many as

possibleilltothelargecircle CKα ttrs)・ By the remark following the proof ofLι rИα f we have,

霧秘編栽可≦升

冊
≦尤 'lil≦ 尤 (チ

+稔
)2

1∬ |=「(D+1)/21≧ 2ヂ

D≦ 21fl-1≦ -1.

A.2 Proof of Lellllllla 2
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4.2. Proof of Lemma 2

rL

Figure A.1: Number of L-node hops skipped by H-node

Proof:

Node packing is optimum when it creates hexagonal packing. Considering that topology, we

can assume a topology between soruce node u and destination node o as shown in Fig.A.l. Let

the communication range of H-node is rp and that of L-node is r1,.

There are n nodes between u and u. When n is odd,
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On the other hand, when n is even,
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Therefore,

η =1欄
:|・

In other words,the mean number of L―■odes sHpped by single H― ■ode is cqud to[号」・
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